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A r c h i t e c t u r A l  S t y l e .

humAn habitations were first erected in compliance with the demand of necessity. When Architecture arose from 

this position into all the dignity of a Fine Art, it was essential, while supplying these demands, that it should contribute 

largely to ease and comfort, and also gratify our instinctive love of the beautiful. this love of beauty, however, must 

not be regarded as the cause of the various styles of architecture. Beauty is universally the same, and the love of it is 

innate. it was created first, and man then blessed with the perception of it. the same command which gave birth to 

light gave birth to beauty, and it is as much beyond our control as the rise and set of sun. it is true there are various 

tastes arising from different degrees of perception of beauty, but primarily their principles are the same. the grade 

of refinement, or mode of education may determine the purity of taste, or an edict of fashion may for a time distort its 

features, yet like a twisted branch it will regain its natural position. in consequence of this oneness of the fundamental 

principles of taste, we find in every part of the globe that refined nations have always built in a style consonant with 

the object and locality, and have given an expression of uniformity amid variety, of fitness of means to an end, of utility 

in ornament, and of symmetry in proportions. We must look beyond this for the cause of the characteristic national 

styles of architecture.

the cause exists in our natural and artificial necessities. these vary with the climate, with national customs and 

character, and with the advancement of the mechanic arts. thus in northern latitudes we find the high pointed roof, 

adapted to throw off the snow which falls in such immense quantities. in warmer regions, no such cause existing, the 

flat roof is more prevalent. Porches and verandas are not used in the north to the same extent that they are in the south. 

in an unsettled country, agitated by civil war or infested by banditti, a massive style is adopted, so that every man’s 

house may be a fortress. the social character of the people, the amount and kind of building material, the number and 

skill of artisans, all produce effect. these are the impulses which give direction to architectural style.

All styles may be divided into two classes, that derived from the post and lintel, and that derived from the arch. 

these are sometimes called the horizontal and perpendicular styles, the Grecian being a perfect type of the first, and 

the Gothic of the second. Frequently both are introduced in the same building, but generally with bad effect. Judging 

from the remains of the Greeks, they are supposed not to have been acquainted with the arch as an element of build-

ing. the romans were probably the first who employed it, which they did profusely, intermingling it with the Gre-

cian orders; but in the later part of the dark ages, on account of its ready adaptation, the arched style was used almost 

exclusively.

in domestic architecture, however, the moderns have never been surpassed for comfort and convenience. through-

out england and America, all kinds of style in their different adaptations are used, and indeed at the present day there 

are few countries in which a peculiar national style is exclusively adopted. more generally, those existing are remod-

eled and mixed in a variety of ways to suit different purposes. every pure style, however has features peculiar to itself, 

and is thus rendered distinct from all others. the proportions, ornaments, or any of the characteristics which thus 

isolate it, if connected with another, would be utterly discordant, inconsistent, and disagreeable to a cultivated taste. 

hence educated men reject this hybrid style, and their residences are generally designed and ornamented correctly.

Are you having trouble keeping up with your mortgage payments? 

Have you received a notice from your lender asking you to contact them? 

Don’t ignore the letters from your lender.

Contact your lender immediately.

Contact a HUD-approved housing counseling agency.

If you are unable to make your mortgage payment:

1. Don’t ignore the problem. The further behind you become, the harder it will be to reinstate your loan and the more likely that you will 

lose your house.

2. Contact your lender as soon as you realize that you have a problem. Lenders do not want your house. They have options to help 

borrowers through difficult financial times.   

3. Open and respond to all mail from your lender. The first notices you receive will offer good information about foreclosure prevention 

options that can help you weather financial problems. Later mail may include important notice of pending legal action. 

4. Know your mortgage rights. Find your loan documents and read them so you know what your lender may do if you can’t make your 

payments. Learn about the foreclosure laws and timeframes in your state (as every state is different) by contacting the State Govern-

ment Housing Office. 

5. Understand foreclosure prevention options. Valuable information about foreclosure prevention (also called loss mitigation) options 

can be found on the internet at portal.hud.gov/portal/page?_pageid=33,717348&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL .

6. Contact a HUD-approved housing counselor. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) funds free or very 

low cost housing counseling nationwide. Housing counselors can help you understand the law and your options, organize your financ-

es and represent you in negotiations with your lender if you need this assistance. Find a HUD-approved housing counselor near you.

7. Prioritize your spending. After healthcare, keeping your house should be your first priority. Review your finances and see where you 

can cut spending in order to make your mortgage payment. Look for optional expenses-cable TV, memberships, entertainment-that you 

can eliminate. Delay payments on credit cards and other “unsecured” debt until you have paid your mortgage.

8. Use your assets.  Do you have assets-a second car, jewelry, a whole life insurance policy-that you can sell for cash to help reinstate 

your loan? Can anyone in your household get an extra job to bring in additional income? Even if these efforts don’t significantly in-

crease your available cash or your income, they demonstrate to your lender that you are willing to make sacrifices to keep your home. 

9. Avoid foreclosure prevention companies. You don’t need to pay fees for foreclosure prevention help-use that money to pay the 

mortgage instead. Many for-profit companies will contact you promising to negotiate with your lender. While these may be legitimate 

businesses, they will charge you a hefty fee (often two or three month’s mortgage payment) for information and services your lender or 

a HUD approved housing counselor will provide free if you contact them.

10. Don’t lose your house to foreclosure recovery scams! If any firm claims they can stop your foreclosure immediately if you sign a 

document appointing them to act on your behalf, you may well be signing over the title to your property and becoming a renter in your own 

home! Never sign a legal document without reading and understanding all the terms and getting professional advice from an attorney, a 

trusted real estate professional, or a HUD approved housing counselor. From The Model Architect: The Panic of ’09 ©Karen Hanmer 2010

Ñ

Ñ
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Welcome to issue eight of  The Blue Notebook

Professor Tom Trusky
It was with great sadness that we heard of  the death 
of  Tom Trusky last November. A valued friend and 
hardworking referee for The Blue Notebook since our first 
issue. Tom taught Book Arts at Boise State University, 
amongst many other writing and book art projects, and 
his commitment to artists’ books was second to none. 
We miss his wisdom, insight, enthusiasm and wonderful 
sense of  humour. We dedicate this issue to his memory.

There have been some changes since the last issue. 
The Blue Notebook is now published by Wild Conversation 
Press, Bristol, and for this we thank Dr Iain Biggs for his 
support. Buzz Spector has stepped down as referee, as he 
has been appointed Dean of  the College and Graduate 
School of  Art at Washington University in St. Louis, 
USA, and also holds the Jane Reuter Hitzeman and 
Herbert F. Hitzeman, Jr. Professorship of  Art. I would 
like to thank Buzz for all his refereeing for the Blue 
Notebook and we wish him all the best in his future work 
and practice. We will announce Buzz’s replacement in 
the next issue.

Thank you to our referees, Susan Johanknecht (UK), 
Dr Paulo Silveira (Brazil), Maria Fusco (UK) and Ulrike 
Stoltz (Germany) who continue with their sterling work. 

We also welcome Jeff  Rathermel, who has joined our 
team of  referees from this issue onwards. Jeff  is an 
artist, educator and arts administrator who lives and 
works in the United States. He currently serves as the 
Artistic Director at Minnesota Center for Book Arts 
(MCBA) in Minneapolis, the nation’s largest and most 
comprehensive institution dedicated to contemporary 
artists’ books.

Many thanks to the writers for this thought provoking 
selection of  essays and reviews:

Sally Alatalo of  Sara Ranchouse Publishing in Chicago, 
reviews three beautiful yet disturbing artists’ books by 
the American artist Ann Tyler

Clinton Cahill gives a reflective account of  practice-
based investigation of  issues concerning text and image, 
including the nature and scope of  illustration, through 
his visual interpretations of  James Joyce’s novel Finnegans 
Wake.

Michael Carosone proposes a critical lens to apply a queer 
analysis, perspective, sensibility, and voice to artists’ 
books and zines, and offers some examples in ‘A Queer 
Critical Analysis of  Artists’ Books’.

Michael Hampton presents an overview of  unique books 
in ‘The Grand Plasto-Baader Books’ at Kaleid Editions, 
London, and focuses on the tendency of  some of  
the artists involved to quiz their audience, either 
through unusual treatments of  material, or concealment 
of  means.

Dr Emma Powell selects aspects of  her recently completed 
PhD research, investigating the location, selection / 
rejection and collation habits of  108 creative 
practitioners. All used ‘rejectamenta’ – any discarded 
item, to create work, which Powell uses in her own books.

Karen Sandhu provides an overview of  the seminar, ‘the 
idea as book : the book as idea’, held in association 
with MA Poetic Practice Royal Holloway and the ICA, 
London. The seminar explored the artist’s book in 
relation to conceptual art and concrete poetry.

Paulo Silveira, our Blue Notebook referee, reports on the 
‘Perspectives of  the Artist’s Book’ conference, which took 
place in Belo Horizonte, Brazil, in November 2009.

Many thanks to the artists who accepted Tom Sowden’s 
invitation to produce artwork for this issue: 

EAK Enterprises - Éilis Kirby, UK
Karen Hanmer, USA
Natalie McGrorty, UK
Andi McGarry, Ireland
Richard Price, UK

The IP address for the online version is: 
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/blue_notebook/1009/9391/tbn8.pdf

Vol 5 No 1 comes out in October 2010

We welcome ideas for articles for future issues - 
submission guidelines can be found on our website at: 
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm

And finally, many thanks to our readers for your 
continuing support for The Blue Notebook through your 
subscriptions, which we very much appreciate.

I hope you enjoy this issue.

Sarah Bodman
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Billy Rabbit - An American Adaptation, Ann Tyler, 2007-08

Souvenirs, Ann Tyler, 2007-08
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Who Stole the Turnip?
Three Artists’ Books by Ann Tyler

Sally Alatalo

Billy Rabbit - An American Adaptation (2007-08), Souvenirs 
(2007-08), and The Unmaking and the Making of  the World 
(2007-09) constitute a trio of  limited edition artists’ books 
by Chicago-based artist and designer Ann Tyler. As in 
her earlier works, Lubb Dup and It’s no different than (Sara 
Ranchouse Publishing, 1998 and 1999 respectively), 
Tyler makes savvy use of  the interactive elements and 
narrative structures of  antique children’s books to seduce 
us into confronting difficult histories of  violence and 
injustice.

Tyler’s research, which has culminated in these three 
books as well as a suite of  six digital prints, was inspired 
by a 2000 New York Times reproduction of  a souvenir 
photographic postcard of  a lynching, pictured with one 
of  several reviews related to the publication of  James 
Alan’s Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America 
(Twin Palms Publishers). Tyler’s work has as much to 
do with her examination of  this and other images and 
accounts of  lynchings, as with a struggle to understand 
both the personal and social ramifications of  the seeming 
normalcy with which such cruel spectacles are enacted 
and recorded.

Billy Rabbit - An American Adaptation is 15.25” x 11”, 
cloth-bound, with 22 leaves, letterpress printed in red 
on Cranes Lettra acid-free paper. Images of  hand tools, 
mostly farm implements, are sewn onto the pages and 
must be lifted by the viewer in order to read the text 
beneath. Billy Rabbit’s generous size and fine materials 
recall early children’s picture books, a reference Tyler 
employs to retell the early 20th century English children’s 
storywriter and illustrator Earnest Aris’ dark tale of  Billie 
(Aris’ spelling) Rabbit, supposed to have stolen a turnip 
from Farmer Hayrick’s vegetable patch. Tyler adopts 
the moral of  the story to suggest that the exaggeration 
of  transgres-sion and punishment delivered to Billy for 
making off  with a lowly turnip parallels the dim, often 
imaginary circumstances devised to justify lynch mobs. 
In this and other children’s stories of  the time, barnyard 
friends are often recruited with repetitive, sing-songy 
language to share a joke or relay a message. Tyler uses 
this strategy, surreptitiously enlisting us to pick up the 
tools around the barnyard and gleefully follow along 
in order to proceed with the narrative. It’s not until 
the end of  the story, when the tables turn on him, that 
we recognise we’ve joined the weapon-wielding mob, 
as both perpetrators and witnesses, to Billy Rabbit’s 
violent death.

Tyler also utilises rabbits and their attendant folkloric 
references (lucky rabbit’s foot; scared as a rabbit) as a 
counterpoint in Souvenirs. Smaller in scale, it is presented, 
innocently enough, as an 8.25 x 7.75”, 32-page, pink 
cloth scrapbook, stab-bound with a black ribbon. Images 
of  rabbits, sourced from a field guide, are peculiarly 
cropped, digitally printed and collected on the pages 
as if  family snapshots, or ticket-stubs from a holiday, 
or a personal collection of  specimens such as pressed 
flowers. Each image is paired with a text that describes 
purchasing, digging around for, or otherwise retrieving 
various souvenirs of  a spectacle of  some sort. Picture 
postcards, toes, and a piece of  cooked liver are all on 
offer - fathomable, if  bizarre, references to the rabbits, 
we suppose. Though familiarity with Tyler’s methods and 
the strangeness of  the images might gradually begin to 
hint that all is not as it seems, it is not until we reach the 
end of  the book and read the bibliographic details that 
any fears are confirmed - the texts are actually excerpts 
from newspaper accounts of  lynchings.

The Unmaking and the Making of  the World is perhaps the 
most complicated of  Tyler’s three books  -  visually, 
conceptually, and materially. At 16.25” x 11.75” and 
bound in a traditional marble paper with a black 
cloth spine and corners, its first impression is that of  
a reference tome, possibly an atlas or a dictionary of  
some sort. On opening, however, it’s clearly a book that 
asks more questions than it answers. Tyler has used a 
1/2” diameter punch repeatedly to “draw” each page 
by removing material - delineating it into a shape that is 
layered with other punched pages to create a cumulative 
image that shifts as each page is turned. In her title, 
Tyler makes reference to Elaine Scarry’s 1985 book, 
The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of  the World. 
Scarry’s influential text prompted Tyler to physically 
study the contradictions inherent in acts of  destruction 
and creation, using the punch to simultaneously unmake 
and make each page, and to contemplate “torture as 
not only destructive but sadly and horrifically creative -  
because the world is changed - we are all changed when 
our history (or our contemporary life) contains torture 
that has been sanctioned within our social and legal 
institutions.” (Tyler/Alatalo interview.)

As with Souvenirs, The Unmaking and the Making of  the World 
reads like a specimen book, but less innocent - more like 
a complex, instructional anatomy text in which each 
illustrated, transparent page reveals a different system 
of  muscle, bone, blood, or nerves that, collectively, 
constitutes a whole body. Tyler’s shadowy pages indeed 
reference bodies, but we are not exactly sure of  what we 
see. They are slumped, contorted, disfigurements, deeply 
interior and void, but also accumulative, complex and 
full. We are completely drawn in as we turn the pages, 
seduced by the changing mysteriousness of  the forms 
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The Unmaking and the Making of  the World, Ann Tyler, 2007-09
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and the beauty of  the materials - so much that, as with 
her other books, we are stunned by the bibliographic 
understatement that describes the metaphoric process 
she has enacted: “To ‘riddle’ is to pierce with holes 
suggesting those of  a sieve, to pierce a body repeatedly 
with bullets. Victims were often subjected to riddling 
during the course of  a lynching.”

Tyler acknowledges the difficulty of  her research. 
The quantity of  documents related to lynchings and 
the sheer scale of  lynching events portray a measure 
of  intention and participation that is horrible to 
comprehend. The motivation to materially represent 
lynching - whether by means of  the original souvenir 
postcards, or the subsequent collecting, exhibiting, and 
scholarship that surrounds them, or Tyler’s own careful 
labour and meditation - inevitably brings questions 
about the potential for exploiting or sensationalising the 
material. But part of  Tyler’s project is to get the viewer 
to exactly that place - one that is not very comfortable. 
We open these books with greedy anticipation of  the 
sumptuous materials and entertaining stories that lay 
within, but she’s tricked us. She’s left us standing in 
Farmer Hayrick’s turnip patch yelling at the top of  our 
lungs, “Who stole the turnip? Who stole the turnip?” 
and wondering, just exactly how is it that we got there?

Ann Tyler’s books can be seen at numerous library 
special collections, including those at The Getty, The 
Maryland Institute College of  Art, Otis College of  Art 
and Design, The School of  the Art Institute of  Chicago 
and Wellesley College. They are represented by Vamp & 
Tramp, Book-sellers, LLC, (www.vampandtramp.com). 

Sally Alatalo is an artist and writer based in Chicago. 
She is the sole proprietor of  Sara Ranchouse Publishing, 
who publishes books and other multiples by writers and 
artists, including two of  Ann Tyler’s earlier works.
www.sararanchouse.com
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Artists’ books produced by Emma Powell using rejectamenta  
www.rejectamenta.com/display/phd/experimental-books
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The Rejectamenta Audit Trail 
Emma Powell

This article covers selected aspects of  my recently 
completed PhD research that investigated the location, 
selection / rejection and collation habits of  108 creative 
practitioners. All used ‘rejectamenta’ – any discarded 
item. Data was gathered via an on-line questionnaire 
located at www.rejectamenta.com

Aspects of  the questionnaire data were applied to a 
diagrammatic Rejectamenta Audit Trail that plotted 
respondents’ collection and use of  rejectamenta. 

Through the Rejectamenta Audit Trail a practitioner can 
gain revealing information about their instinctive habits. 
Supporting the Rejectamenta Audit Trail was a series of  
Individual Respondent Profiles. These acted as mini case 
studies including questionnaire data and photographs of  
rejectamenta collections and workspaces. 

Introduction

For as long as I can remember I have been interested 
in collecting pieces of  ‘worthless’ rubbish or picking 
up interesting natural forms. My PhD research was an 
attempt to rationalise and legitimise my creative process 
as well as investigate the habits of  others. 

Three memories stick in my mind from my childhood. 
I am about six or seven years old. Firstly, I am watching 
(in black and white) an episode of  ‘Fingerbobs’ (1970s 
BBC1). A crow is trying to drink water out of  a container 
but the level is too low. It carefully selects the best 
pebbles, which just happen to be lying around, and drops 
them in to the water. Finally the water is high enough 
to drink. The container is full of  wet, smooth pebbles 
glistening in the studio lights. I am enthralled!

The second memory is of  sitting on Aldeburgh beach, 
Suffolk. I am searching for little pieces of  ‘treasure’. The 
finest items were tiny, smooth, warm-orange ‘jewels’. If  
I was lucky these pieces of  amber contained glimpses of  
the past – in the form of  captured, ancient insects. On 
returning home everything was categorised, according 
to colour and texture, and stored in small tins. This 
collating activity separated pebbles of  differing tints of  a 
colour. These were then ordered together in a larger box 
that displayed a systematic progression of  colour changes 
– white, cream, yellow, orange and brown. A few of  the 
most special ‘finds’ were kept out on display.

Finally, after school I am watching The Wombles (1970s 
BBC1). I am engrossed in a fantasy world created 
mostly from found objects and with a title song that goes 
‘Making good use of  the things that we find – things 
that the everyday folk leave behind’. My future path was 
already set – I just didn’t know it…

Fast forward nearly four decades and I am on a beach, 
bent double, scouring the tide-line. I am searching for 
circular pieces of  plastic rubbish. Will I find enough 
items? Will they encompass a full range of  colours? 
Where have the pieces come from and is any of  their 
history revealed in their patina? Some objects are 
instantly pocketed, others picked up and then discarded 
and others ignored completely. My teenage daughter 
is with me and she is doing the same! On returning 
back home both of  us categorise and sort our finds – 
ready for future use. Some special pieces are kept out 
on display. The collections are revisited and recorded 
photographically over the next few days.

Time has passed but my process is still the same. I am 
driven by a need to collect seemingly inconsequential 
objects to inspire my creative practice. Look and find, 
select or reject, then categorise, store, display and use. 
The PhD study explored an instinctive process that 
is somehow fused into my personality (and it would 
seem in my daughter’s as well). It looked at my own 
visual practice and that of  other creative practitioners 
who have a similar passion for collecting and using 
rejectamenta. 

This predominantly practice-led PhD was based on the 
creative re-use of  ‘rejectamenta’. This is a term I re-
appropriated and applied to any item, whether natural or 
manufactured, that has entered the waste cycle by being 
discarded. Objects with the potential to be creatively 
reused. The purpose of  the study was to find out how 
selected current practitioners engage with rejectamenta. 

Design research context – practice-based or practice-led?

The study was carried out within the relatively young 
context of  design research – an area that over the last 
two decades has been trying to define its rationale, 
approaches and methodologies. The generic term 
‘practice-based’ is often applied to ‘arts’ research but 
recently discussions have emerged defining a distinction 
between that which is ‘practice-based’ and ‘practice-led’.

Researcher Linda Candy provides a clear definition of  
the differences:  

If  a creative artefact is the basis of  the contribution 
to knowledge, the research is practice-based. If  the 
research leads primarily to new understandings 
about practice, it is practice-led (Candy, 2006:1).

My research demonstrated the importance of  the 
questionnaire results, with the data providing a basis for 
new knowledge in the field of  study. This ultimately led 
to the creation of  a model Rejectamenta Audit Trail. 
As this is where my contribution to knowledge was 
positioned this indicated that my research was practice-
led. Supporting this was a body of  visual work that 
emerged alongside the research – this could be seen to 
be the practice-based aspect to the study but it is also the 
visual embodiment of  the practice-led research. 
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Table 1 - Coding categories: comparisons between pilot and final questionnaire coding categories
 

question number pilot coding 

categories 

final coding 

categories 

 

13 (pilot)                                 

14 (renumbered in final)  

 

What goes through your 

mind at the moment of 

locating a suitable piece  

of rejectamenta? 
 

 

1 wow   

2 physical  

3 links 

 

1 wow  

2 +ve links  

3 physical  

4 intuition  

5 potential  

6 inspires work  

7 appropriate/unique   

8 cost  

13 negative links  

18 no response 
 

 

14 (pilot)                   

15 (renumbered in final) 

              

Please explain how you 

decide to select  

rejectamenta. 
 

 

1 wow                            

2 physical                       

3 links                            

4 accessibility                

5 specific find 

 

1 wow                            

2 +ve links                      

3 physical                      

4 intuition                       

5 potential                     

6 inspires work               

7 appropriate/unique  

8 cost                          

12 don't know                            

18 no response 
 

 

15 (pilot)  

16 (renumbered in final) 

 

Please explain how you 

decide to reject  

rejectamenta. 

 

2 physical                       

3 links                            

6 pre selection              

7 post selection 

 

2 +ve links                      

3 physical                      

4 intuition                                        

6 inspires work                              

8 cost                            

9 pre-selection              

10 post-selection         

11 no rejection                          

12 don't know               

13 negative links                   

14 inappropriate          

15 keep                       

16 space                     

17 no potential                           

18 no response 
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Introducing ‘rejectamenta’

Prior to this study, in 1999, a dictionary search revealed 
the currently little-used term ‘rejectamenta’. This was 
defined as ‘Things thrown away’ (Webster’s Dictionary, 
1828). The initial reference was to natural materials but 
it seemed to be a word that could easily be applied to 
manufactured objects. 

Relevant reference to the term rejectamenta was also 
located in the biography of  the New York artist Candy 
Jernigan. In the Introduction the writer Stokes Howell 
comments: 

I hadn’t realized the extent to which she identified 
with the objects she was collecting and transforming, 
which she referred to as “rejectamenta, objects that 
have lost their purpose or are disposable” 
(Dolphin, 1999:11). 

Unfortunately, Jernigan died in 1991 but she left a body 
of  work that categorised and displayed, often unsavoury, 
items of  rejectamenta. 

Research process

The research evolved using a multi-method approach, 
that of  the ‘bricoleur’, combining qualitative and 
quantitative data. It was an interpretative study with 
a ‘social research’ focus. The main methodology was 
that of  the survey – through the implementation of  a 
questionnaire. 

Much work went into the maintenance of  ‘personal–
professional’ relationships with participants during 
the study. Throughout, the respondents’ comments 
and views were crucial and directed the research. 
Assumptions cannot be made about the creator’s intent 
or their reasons for using rejectamenta. The creative 
experience of  using recycled materials is one that is 
specific to each practitioner. My research used a diverse 
selection of  practitioners to provide personal, first-hand 
data. 

The research sought to be exploratory and descriptive 
and through the use of  the questionnaire aimed to 
identify how participants respond to rejectamenta. The 
study’s iterative approach was demonstrated through 
the involvement of  participants with ongoing feedback. 
Through this democratic approach unexpected elements 
emerged and were incorporated into the study. Crotty 
describes this type of  approach as being ‘a cyclical 
process … of  reflection and action’ (Crotty, 1998:157). 

The group of  participants 

Through their use of  non-traditional materials 
(rejectamenta) this group of  participants can be seen to 
be operating on the fringes of  art / design / craft. The 
research gives this group of  rejectamenta users a ‘voice’ 
and validates their working methods. 

Although the group studied for this research could be 
described as exclusive, as they were English speakers with 
access to the internet, it was also inclusive. The group 
included those who make a living from regularly using 
rejectamenta and exhibiting their work to those who 
occasionally use rejectamenta for their own personal 
fulfillment. 

The on-line, self-completion questionnaire enabled many 
points of  comparison to be drawn across the group. This 
facilitated the production of  the Rejectamenta Audit 
Trail and a diverse range of  Individual Respondent 
Profiles. The questionnaire enabled large quantities 
of  detailed information to be gathered effectively, 
systematically and at speed. For the purposes of  this 
article only two Individual Respondent Profiles have 
been included – one from the pilot and one from the 
final questionnaire.

Developing the questionnaire

There were three stages to the questionnaire 
development: the trial questionnaire (November 2003); 
the pilot questionnaire (February 2004) and the final 
questionnaire (September 2004 to April 2005). Coding 
categories emerged to organise selected data that was 
generated by the questionnaires. Here the coding 
categories are summarised in Table 1 (opposite). 
The pilot questionnaire coding categories were adapted 
/ increased as a result of  the greater amount of  data 
generated by the final questionnaire. 

The Rejectamenta Audit Trail 

The Rejectamenta Audit Trail is one of  the unique 
features of  the study. A pilot Rejectamenta Audit Trail 
(see Figure 1 overleaf) was created to show the process by 
which rejectamenta is found, selected, rejected, collated 
and used. Possible avenues were identified to show 
the complete range of  choices that were made by the 
collector/respondent. These routes were identified from 
the data generated by the pilot questionnaire. 

The pilot Rejectamenta Audit Trail includes the initial 
coding categories and they appear in the area termed 
selection decisions. These coding categories reveal the 
specific decisions that were made at this part of  the 
process – where most of  the ‘rich’ data was gathered 
from ‘open’ questions. For this article one of  the pilot 
respondents, Boris Bally, has had his data applied to the 
Rejectamenta Audit Trail. This is included as Figure 
2 (overleaf). Bally is also featured as an Individual 
Respondent Profile. 

Individual Respondent Profiles (pilot questionnaire)

Individual Respondent Profiles were included in the 
PhD document to demonstrate a range of  ‘types’ of  
practitioner. They showed how each respondent locates, 
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selects, rejects, collects and uses rejectamenta. In this 
article all references (in brackets) refer to comments 
made by Boris Bally in the pilot questionnaire. 
It is important to note that the data supplied relates 
to Bally’s actions in 2004 when the questionnaire was 
completed. Words in italic are taken from the pilot 
questionnaire’s text and cc is used as an abbreviation for 
coding category. All photographs are printed with kind 
permission and are the copyright of  the artist. 

Pilot Individual Respondent Profile – Boris Bally (BB) 
Boris Bally is an artist, craftsperson, designer and lecturer who 
usually uses rejectamenta to create assemblage, craft, mail 
art, sculpture and ‘furniture and jewellery’ (BB). He always 
uses manufactured rejectamenta and creates his work from 
a studio at home, working for more than 33 hours a week as 
all his income comes from his creative practice. Bally 
collects rejectamenta on a weekly basis from predominantly 
external locations. He uses rejectamenta that is specifically 
sought out and found at a variety of  regular routes and 
locations. Bally sorts his rejectamenta after finding it. 

When he locates relevant rejectamenta Bally has a strong 
‘wow’ response (cc1)  thinking ‘Wow! This would look 
great as a... !!!!’ (BB) He selects objects that ‘conform to 
... [his] methods of  fabrication ie: must be solid, good 
material, have a unique patina or image as well’ (cc2). 
He rejects rejectamenta at the selection stage (cc2 and 
6) ‘if  it has no ‘personality’ or patina’ (BB). He receives 
grants to fund his work and has had 1-5 digital publications 
and 6+ publications, exhibitions and reviews in the last 5 
years. Bally is 41-50 years old and was a key respondent 
engaging in extensive email and postal correspondence. 

Bally is best known for his household items made from 
damaged, American, road signs. He is very conscious 
about reusing materials and also creates jewellery 
from decommissioned guns. The photographs that 
Boris Bally submitted for the study were thorough and 
extensive. They track his specific items of  rejectamenta, 
decommissioned guns and damaged road signage, from 
their source locations to his studio. Selected photos are 
shown here. 

The previous photo shows where the guns were originally 
located and the second shows the initial sorting of  the 
guns. Bally stores the guns according to type – 
handguns in containers and longer rifles under a 
workbench in his workshop. The guns are then taken 
apart and used as the basis for Bally’s artworks. The 
remaining two photos show the selection of  appropriate 
signage in the municipal warehouse and the chosen signs 
being delivered to Bally’s workshop. Bally keeps off-cuts 
as well as complete signs in organised storage areas. 
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Data From Final Questionnaire Questions

After the completion of  the pilot questionnaire 
analysis, the pilot Rejectamenta Audit Trail and the pilot 
Individual Respondent Profiles the final questionnaire 
was launched. 

Some general points emerged from the final 
questionnaire’s data. These helped to show areas of  
similarity across a diverse range of  practitioners. An 
Average Rejectamenta User Profile also emerged from 
this data. In the description below words and phrases 
that appear in the questionnaire appear in bold 
and where relevant coding categories have also been 
indicated (eg: cc1). The full list of  coding categories can 
be seen earlier in Table 1.

Average Rejectamenta User Profile

The Average Rejectamenta User Profile has been 
constructed from the most popular responses for each 
answer. It serves as a very general indicator of  the 
‘average’ rejectamenta user who has participated in this 
study.

She is a 41-50 year old artist who creates collage 
or assemblage either always or usually using 
rejectamenta that is predominantly manufactured. 
She works from a space at home for a minimum of  
nine hours a week and receives part of  her income 
from her creative practice. She collects rejectamenta 
randomly from both external and internal 
locations and when she creates her visual pieces she uses 
predominantly previously collected rejectamenta. 
She relies on surprise/accidental finds and she uses 
an equal mix of  free and purchased rejectamenta. 

When she locates rejectamenta she thinks about how 
it can inspire her work (cc6) and she may be very 
excited by her finds (cc1). She will select and reject her 
rejectamenta because of  its physical qualities (cc3) and 
she will mostly reject her finds immediately at the 
selection stage (cc9). After selecting rejectamenta it is 
sorted after finding and put away until needed. 
She receives no funding for her use of  rejectamenta but 
has had 6+ publications in the last five years. Her work 
is also located in other areas of  the public domain 
– such as collaborative projects. Finally, she is happy 
to participate in further research about her use of  
rejectamenta. 

Following on from this profile the final Rejectamenta 
Audit Trail was ratified.

The final Rejectamenta Audit Trail 

Due to the more substantial nature of  the final 
questionnaire data the pilot Rejectamenta Audit Trail 
was adapted and extended. It was a useful starting point 
but more options and pathways were added. The final 

Rejectamenta Audit Trail starts by identifying how often 
the respondent uses rejectamenta. It then moves on to 
indicate whether the rejectamenta is located at external 
or internal locations and whether it is located regularly, 
randomly, by surprise or by donation. The frequency of  
collection, whether it is free or second-hand, natural or 
manufactured is then shown. The most complex section 
– ‘selection decisions’ – is the one that includes the data 
gathered from the qualitative questionnaire questions 
(Q14, 15 and 16). This covers the selection and rejection 
of  rejectamenta, decisions and thoughts. 

Included overleaf  is the final full Rejectamenta Audit 
Trail (Figure 3) and a version which shows the route 
plotted for the average rejectamenta user (Figure 4). For 
this article one final questionnaire respondent has been 
included – Graeme Dawes. His completed Rejectamenta 
Audit Trail can be seen in the next section (Figure 5).

Final Individual Respondent Profile – Graeme Dawes (GD)

All photographs are printed with kind permission and 
are the copyright of  the artist and all comments relate 
to activities undertaken in 2004-5.

Graeme Dawes is a 51-60 year old male, artist, designer 
and craftsperson living in Britain. He creates assemblage 
and artists’ books and always uses predominantly manufactured 
rejectamenta. He creates in a space at home 0-8 hours a 
week and has another job. He collects his rejectamenta 
randomly and from predominantly external locations. 
In his work he uses predominantly previously collected 
rejectamenta. His finds are located randomly and by 
surprise and are predominantly free. His finds are sorted 
sporadically and either put away until needed or on display. 
Dawes receives no public funding and has had 1-5 
publications along with ‘web-based exhibitions’ (GD). He 
states that ‘The creation itself  is the vital part, showing is 
a by-product’.

At the moment of  locating rejectamenta (Q14) Dawes 
has ‘A feeling of  low-level excitement’ (cc1). He selects 
rejectamenta (Q15) ‘intuitively’ (cc4) and rejects (Q16) 
‘Rejectamenta that is too large to store… as all my work 
is (and has to remain) quite small-scale’ (cc3, cc16 and 
cc9).

In the photographs that Dawes submitted we can see that 
his collections reveal order amongst chaos. 
He uses assorted boxes to store his rejectamenta 
with some made from transparent materials so that 
the contents are stored and also on display. This is a 
particularly interesting feature of  his collections. On the 
surface the contents of  each box appear to be random 
but on closer inspection there are some similarities. 
One box is full of  three-dimensional items and another 
contains small printed pieces of  ephemera. 

As well as the storage boxes the photographs also 
show Dawes’s shelving system. This is used to display 
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individual and multiple items. On the shelf  we can see 
a microscope and collections of  what look like cards 
and small metal tobacco/mint tins. In most of  his 
photographs there is no indication of  the bigger 
picture – he has chosen to record details. His final 
boxed structures, which can be viewed on his website, 
have a similarly close-up quality about them where you 
are drawn into small, imaginary worlds.

Dawes also made the following comments:

As regards my use of  the word ‘rejectamenta’ I have 
found this to be an invaluable word to explain the 
materials I use. I had never encountered it before I 
discovered your use of  it, although it returns almost 9000 
hits on Google! It has now firmly entered my personal 
lexicon... (email to author, October 2008).

Summary: Individual Respondent Profiles 

From the sets of  photographs submitted by all of  the 
respondents used in the pilot and final Individual 
Respondent profiles similarities and noticeable 
differences emerged in relation to how practitioners store 
their rejectamenta. Some of  the respondents took a very 
ordered approach to their collections and others revealed 
a mix of  order and chaos in their storage. 

All of  the selected respondents demonstrated a 
degree of  order in their storage of  their collections of  
rejectamenta. This would appear to be an important 
aspect to the creative user of  rejectamenta. As the ‘artist’ 
needs to use the items in the future it makes sense that 
they can be accessed with some degree of  ease. The 
majority take a physical approach to rejectamenta 
storage. Shelving dominates in the majority of  the 
workspaces and is supplemented with tubs, drawers, files 
and envelopes. 

The most satisfying aspect of  the study was the 
generation of  the Individual Respondent Profiles and 
their subsequent Rejectamenta Audit Trails. The selected 
respondents provided a specific personal dimension to a 
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mass of  data that could easily have become impersonal 
and inaccessible. It is this human, and individual, 
response that became one of  the key aspects of  the study. 

Summary: use of  the word rejectamenta

In the text below quotes made by respondents, taken 
from the questionnaire data, are referenced with their 
initials.

The take-up of  the word rejectamenta by the respondents 
demonstrated its appropriateness and relevance. 
Rejectamenta was integrated into 15 respondents’ responses 
and some adapted the word to more fully describe 
their visual work. LK stated: ‘I surely do like your word 
rejectamenta… I will henceforth refer to my own works 
as Rejectmental offerings…’ PDB said ‘I love the word’, 
and RK wrote that the word is ‘beautiful. Almost poetic.’ 

A number of  the respondents also directly used the 
word in their responses. This demonstrated an active 
acceptance of  the term. MBO pondered ‘I thought 
I started using rejectamenta simply because I can’t 
draw…’  and KS exclaimed ‘I love to use rejectamenta 
…’ CNA stated: ‘I’m curious to know what you learn 
about the way artists use rejectamenta’, KS said ‘I love to 
use rejectamenta to create something unexpected’; and 
LA added ‘I live via rejectamenta… the rejectamenta 
lifestyle has become a principle that I stand by.’ 

The PhD research has broadened the use of  the 
term rejectamenta amongst a selected group of  creative 
practitioners. It is hoped that this will encourage the use 
of  the word to snowball via word of  mouth. 

Summary: rejectamenta users

From a starting point of  a large, disparate group of  
creative practitioners the 108 respondents that the study 
focussed on emerged as a community of  rejectamenta 
users. They could be seen to be representative of  
the wider picture. The seemingly chaotic mass of  
questionnaire data formed itself  into a cohesive and 
selective diagram – the Rejectamenta Audit Trail. 
All of  these aspects link closely to Crotty’s description 
of  the ‘bricoleur’ where he describes ‘a collection of  
bits and pieces’ forming ‘parts of  a new whole’ (Crotty, 
1998:50). Not only was the research about bits and pieces 
but it was made up from them. This order from chaos has 
surfaced over time as the respondents’ comments and my 
own creative process gained clarity and cohesion.

Plans for the future
As the study progressed I continued to want to ask more 
questions – about respondents’ and my own working 
practices. The nature of  the research has led to many 
loose ends ripe for future exploration.

The findings from this research could also be applied 
to the wider genre of  collections and collectors’ habits. The 
Rejectamenta Audit Trail could be used as a framework 

and developed to identify how collectors locate, select, 
collate and display the items in their collections. These 
need not necessarily be items of  rejectamenta and the 
collectors need not be creative practitioners. The general 
field of  collecting shares similarities with that of  the 
rejectamenta enthusiasts located in this research. Both 
can lead to what some may consider being eccentric, 
obsessive or compulsive behaviour. Both also require the 
collector to have the ability to track down suitable finds – 
by having ‘the knack’ (Gregson & Crewe, 2003:140).

In Stephen Calloway’s text (2004), Obsessions – Collectors 
and their Passions, a diverse range of  collectors are 
presented. Most relevant to the PhD research is the 
collection created by Rosamond Purcell. Her collection 
of  used farm objects bridges the gap between collector 
and rejectamenta hoarder. The neglected items have 
been altered by the weather over a period of  many years. 
These rescued pieces display ‘accretion’ and ‘erosion’ 
measures (Emmison & Smith, 2002:135) whereby the 
objects gain layers (accretion) or lose parts of  their 
surface (erosion). Purcell comments enthusiastically about 
this weathering process:

Patina, rust, and almost total evaporation do not 
distress me. Cracks, warping, holes, and shards add 
unpredictable and welcome complexity to many 
objects, turning the tedium of  manufactured clones 
into singularities (Calloway, 2004:174).

Due to time constraints, and over enthusiasm, much 
of  my own visual work is still in progress. This is partly 
as the journey became as important as the destination. 
My work is constantly being inspired and directed by 
pieces of  rejectamenta and this is a process that never 
ends. It constantly spirals in interesting directions – 
similar to the ‘garbage can model’ proposed by Joanne 
Martin (1981) where ‘theories, methods, resources 
and solutions’ all share a vicarious existence (Robson, 
2002:377). 

Thanks

It was a real privilege to find out about respondents’ 
working practices, use of  rejectamenta and final visual 
outcomes. Many were extremely generous with their time 
and encouragement. For that I am very grateful. 
This research would never have been completed 
without them. 

Dr Emma Powell
www.rejectamenta.com
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DECEPTION AND DELIGHT - 
Processing The Grand Plasto-Baader Books

Michael Hampton

There is a risk in predicating the concept as well as 
the title of  a contemporary exhibition on an obscure 
mythical structure, one first shown in Berlin at the 1st 
International Dada fair of  1920, but The Grand Plasto-
Baader Books at Kaleid Editions, London, displayed more 
than 50 unique artists’ books, deftly constellated upon 
and around a 12ft high tower, which itself  extruded 
through the centre of  a low gambling table modified by 
Stirling board for the occasion. Thus the show organised 
by young curator Deeqa Ismail managed to determine 
its own fresh terms of  reference, whilst being an oblique 
homage to the Dada activist Johannes Baader 1, self-styled 
“Oberdada”, or President of  the Universe, and more 
specifically his Great Plasto-Dio-Dada-Drama, described 
as resembling ‘the aftermath of  an accident between a 
trolley car and a newspaper kiosk’ (Lavin M., Cut with 
the Kitchen Knife: the Weimar Photomontages of  Hannah Hoch 
1993, pp.13-29).

GP-B provided an exciting snapshot of  the current state 
of  the unique artists’ or auratic book, and in effect a 
fabulous answer to the Gauginesque question posed by 
the National Art Library’s 2001 show What is a book…? 2.  
However this response did not arrive in the form of  
a putative definition, but a range of  treatments and 
tropes that intensively morphed the traditional book 
format, some to the point where they lost their coherence 
entirely and became posthumous books, sculptural 
objects in which the duality of  text and binding had been 
thoroughly destroyed. But GP-B posed its own questions 
too, particularly the vexed one of  what a unique artists’ 
book can say that editioned books don’t?

Pete Williams’ The Space Above (2009) provided the 
centrepiece here, a marvellously ramshackle pylon, 
built from recycled wood, and scrap materials from a 
barn conversion, that reached to the ceiling. Fitted with 
a perpendicular fluorescent tube, its ledges, nooks & 
crannies provided functional space for some of  the works 
in GP-B, around 50% of  which were made especially 
for the show. Lorna Crabbe’s Bird Woman (2009) nestled 
inside an open sided bird box, consisting of  two china 
clay bird skulls and a tatty fold-up book made from an 
antique OS map of  part of  Surrey, used on the reverse 
as a drawing surface to depict a frieze of  crows, rooks 
and female figures in bird masks; an instance of  content 
and context in complete harmony. Sylvain Deleu and 
Ingeun Kim’s Untitled (2009) was also at home, a small 
Japanese stitched album of  drawings with a strong smell 
of  resin, its textured appearance suggesting the cryptic 
coloration of  certain insects. Kim’s solo contribution 

Fake Books (2009) followed suit, a paradoxical response to 
the artist’s secret sketchbooks. He noted ‘I’ve been using 
foam in my work quite often as it gives me a huge sense 
of  significance with its qualities of  expansion, aggression, 
hardly predictable travel and in the end warmth and 
flabbieness’ (email correspondence 14/12/09). 

Finlay Taylor’s East Dulwich Dictionary (2009) was bug 
friendly, consisting of  a dictionary that had been 
deliberately buried underground for six months, subject 
to aerobic degradation, then exhumed and dried out, 
fully justifying for once the voguish ‘artist/curator’ 
compound, and taking the idea of  ‘posthumousness’ 
literally. Taylor deserves special mention here, for 
designing a hands-off  process to arrive at an object 
rather than simply authoring one. Sam Winston also 
had it in for dictionaries, his Folded Dictionary (2004), 
being the result of  pleating the pages of  a single volume 
of  the Oxford English. These particular lexicographical 
modifications came as a surprise, attacks on the body 
of  words rather than ‘the Word’, the threat of  the 
complete set of  verbal definitions as provocative to 
these artists as theological dogma in its own way. 
Perhaps dictionaries in this instance act as surrogate 
Bibles, for the latter is still an UR book, if  only 
subconsciously, and bound in taboo?3 

Niched like xmas gifts in the base of  the tower were 
Nick Morley’s Nearly There (2009) and Victoria Browne’s 
Can You Do Addition? (2009), which both involved 
transfiguration. Morley’s flip-book of  rail reservation 
tickets bound on cylinder posts indicated his need to 
keep a log of  manifold West country journeys, while 
stamping each one with the words ‘nearly there’ was 
a cheeky subversion. Browne’s water filled valve uses 
the snow globe principle, with cut up plastic lettering 
instead, belonging to her Through the Looking Glass and 
What Alice Saw There series. Samantha Huang’s ecstatic 
transformations of  discarded books showcased at Kaleid, 
revealed that for her gleeful methodical destruction 

East Dulwich Dictionary, Finlay Taylor. Buried and decomposed 
dictionary over six months, 2009
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transcended orthodox reading. In her own words M24 
(2009), a work housed in a Duchampian typewriter 
case, was ‘done by stepping on a pedal of  a big punch 
machine’ (email correspondence 14/12/09), while she 
calculated that the hedgehog form of  Untitled (2009), was 
achieved by making ‘42-44 cuts per page’, so more than 
15,000 cuts in all. Frankly this took book art to a whole 
new level of  finesse, turning yellowing printed pages into 
Suprematist sculpture.  

Elizabeth Jackson also cut paper, and with the cold 
precision of  a forensic scientist. Both Rise – an embossed 
prototype (2009) and Fall – a cut prototype (2009) had a 
topographic quality, ‘They contain ideas about three-
dimensional space and each becomes a visual 
document encapsulating the process of  fabrication’ 
(http://atelierjackson.wordpress.com/ 11/01/10), 
indeed this concern with relief  emerged as a sub-theme 
in the show (Stephen Lee’s plaster templates Landscape 
Log (2009) for example), while Jackson’s sophisticated 
gloss showed that room had been made available in 
GP-B both for high seriousness and also looser, more 
pop-inflected contributions such as Ian McLachlan and 
Geoff  Mowlem’s concertina of  roughly painted fresco 
panels, that managed to trade (just) under the flag of  the 
artists’ book. Dawn Scarfe’s intervention meanwhile, an 
A5 booklet, Listening Glasses (2009)4  lightly remixed an 
original text, and in a sense straddled the twin poles by 
being joco-serioso. Did Dada have Victorian origins? 
In describing her globular listening glasses Scarfe 
told how their inventor Herman Helmholtz, evincing 
a slightly potty yet feline sensitivity to the world of  
sound, ‘took the tools out of  the lab and listened for 
specific tones in the whistling of  the wind, the rattling 
of  carriage wheels, and the splashing of  water’ (email 
correspondence 05/01/10). 

Wayne Chisnall’s Book Tower 2 – nostalgia for a childhood that 
wasn’t mine (2009) fused a compulsion to collect with the 
urge to build, as his selection of  deeply unfashionable 
charity shop finds: Mazo de la Roche, Enid Blyton, 
Aubrey’s Brief  Lives and Ladybird titles, were mortised 
and tenoned together on top of  a bogey to make a piece 
of  bibliographic furniture, which when sited alongside 
Haddock & Chubb’s sprawling installation Reading (2008-
9) was strongly suggestive of  the locus classicus of  the 
writer’s study, with its concomitant storage headaches: 

Boxes of  papers filled the corners, and papers 
lay scattered on every available bit of  flat surface; 
books and magazines piled indiscriminately tier on 
tier against the wall from the floor, his very table so 
littered as scarcely to allow him a corner to write upon 
– the available space for this and other purposes being 
no bigger than a sheet of  paper. (Page H.A., Thomas 
De Quincy: His Life and Writings vol.II 1877, p.7)

Simon Haddock aimed to ‘test the relationship between 
the picture plane and physical space in work that maps 
the uncertain terrain between materiality and illusion, 
the art object and its architectural frame’ 
(www.simonhaddock.com/artworks/191 11/01/10), 
and Reading achieved this, occupying the ground (literally 
farthest away from Williams’ tower in this L-shaped 
project space) where GP-B came undone, took a slightly 
fuzzy turn, and strongly implied that the artist’s book was 
a labile entity, and one easily bracketed within the set of  
all books, even as it problematised their formal 
and categorical coherence.

Examples of  détournement proliferated here too. Sandra 
Keating’s guerilla Book Without Words (n.d.) retailed at 
99p, but there was nothing cheap about its codex format. 
Evy Jokhova’s Aunt Bel (2008) started out in a mildewed 
Remploy library book, the base for a resplendent trail 
of  cut-out paper butterflies. John Askew’s 3 Sisters (2009) 
consisted of  an edition of  images in vodka bottles. 
Jonathan Ward’s Galling Moments (2009) a novel light-box 
with gall slides and narratives provided a confessional 
note. Fabio Coruzzi’s fob-like book Junk (2009), perhaps 
the piece in GP-B that best displayed the corrosive Dada 
temperament per se, with its tabloid reworking of  images 
and junk inscription from fast food culture, scored high 
in what Andrei Codrescu has called ‘Imagination Units’ 
(Codrescu A., The Posthuman Dada Guide, Uncorrected 
proof  p.6) proving in spades that ‘Dada won’t rust’ (Ibid. 
p.45), although frankly its foundational principle of  
bildersturm has been replaced today by mischievous data 
corruption and so-called “mash ups”.  

The works of  Mark Harris, Owen Bullett and Jill Barker 
in GP-B provided correlates with the three curatorial 
headings, Paper Play, Sculptural and Conceptual that 
constituted What is a book…?, cited above. Harris’s sci-fi 
sounding Continuous Defence/Map 9 (2009) demonstrated 
an incisive way with materials, creating a futuristic 

Reading, Haddock and Chubb
Installation 2008-2009
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rig structure from discarded book covers. Bullett’s 
powerful maquette Typhoon (2009) made from wood 
and metal maintained ‘instress’ between its form and 
a possible extrapolation in spacetime, whilst Barker’s 
Somerset Stone (n.d.) returned the mood to late Romantic 
affairs, particularly in her chosen terrain of  the north 
Somerset coast around Watchet, an area saturated by 
associations with S.T.Coleridge. A blurb informed us 
that ‘An old letter press type tray is filled with stone 
pebbles and engravings of  stone pebbles’, and it was 
closely accompanied by a set of  4 books each called 
Somerset Stone, that contained a tide chart and a smooth 
stone sitting snugly inside a cavity cut out according to 
its contours. Although on the face of  it these objects had 
little to do with historical Dadaism, they manifested a 
freedom of  approach and technique that marked them 
out as edgy, or non-mainstream, earning their right to 
belong in this fascinating show. 

Loosely mapping an era that has seen a steady 
displacement of  graphic design skills from record 
album cover into the domain of  artists’ books, GP-B not 
only showed how individual book works can operate 
both as containers of  destructive energy, and mini-
galleries in their own right, but that the most successful 
practitioners are the ones willing to take the greatest risk, 
or enact necessary sacrilege. Kaleid founder, Victoria 
Browne in characterising the display as ‘a collection 
of  unusual pieces under the auspices of  a book’ (email 
correspondence 11/01/10) subtly suggested that one 
vital difference between the unique artists’ book and 
the multiple, is that the former, still embedded in an 
ethnographic cosmos defined by magic and divination, 
functions as an ‘auspice’, literally an omen. So the 
curatorial strategy of  situating a wide range of  such 
charming and occasionally misleading objects around 
a tower, or pylon re-emphasised the validity of  Joanne 
Drucker’s telling observation that the artist’s book has 
‘charged presence’ (Drucker J., The Century of  Artists’ 
Books 2004, p.93) ‘precious in its facture’ (Ibid. p.99), a 
sheaf  of  sparks emitted from the grid.  

Michael Hampton is a London based writer with a strong 
interest in destruction in art, particularly since 1945. 
Various samples of  his writing have appeared in Art 
Monthly, Frieze.com, Slashseconds, The Penguin Collector, 
Metamute and Tears in the Fence (Spring 2010). He is 
currently working on ‘How to get the Best Out of  
Your Library’ a project with the publishers information 
as material (www.informationasmaterial.com). 
www.dreadfultimes.blogspot.com

Notes

1. Born 22 June 1875 in Stuttgart. Died 15 January 
1955 at Schloss Adelsdorf, Lower Bavaria, Germany. 
His tower was destroyed soon after the event as was 
Baader’s customary practice. Significant texts can be 
found at http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/baader/html 
 
2. 26 March to 23 September, 2001.

3. For more on this see my review of  John Latham’s 
show ‘Distress of  a Dictionary’ Art Monthly #322 
Dec/Jan 2008/9.

4. Originally printed to accompany an event 
commissioned by Electra for ‘Sound Escapes’ July 2009, 
Scarfe based her text on selected extracts from On the 
Sensations of  Tone (1863) by Herman L.F.Helmholtz. 
http://books.google.com/books?id=o6YSpMnh3UC&p
g=PA43&lpg=PA44&vq=resonators&dq=helmholtz&ou
tput=html
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Queering Artists’ Books: 
A Queer Critical Analysis of Artists’ Books 

Michael Carosone

Out of  the crooked timber of  humanity, no straight 
thing was ever made.  - Immanuel Kant

The purpose of  this essay is to queer the art form of  
artists’ books, by examining the relationship between 
artists’ books and the queer sensibility and the 
community of  queer writers and artists who create them, 
and also the members of  the queer community who read 
and collect them. This essay will also show the similarity 
between artists’ books and the queer community with 
regards to the marginalisation of  both. By queer, I mean 
members of  the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, 
Intersexed, Questioning, and Queer - or GLBTIQ - 
community.  I propose to investigate the intersection and 
correlation of  the following entities: artists’ books, zines, 
the book arts, book artists, queer book artists, queer 
artists’ books, queer zines, queer literature, queer readers, 
queer theory, queer studies, queer culture, the queer 
sensibility, and the queer community. 

I am not proposing to define or re-define artists’ books, 
nor to analyse a collection of  artists’ books with queer 
themes, nor those created by queer book artists. 
Instead, with a queer critical lens, I want to apply a queer 
analysis, perspective, sensibility, and voice to the artform 
of  artists’ books. I wish to create a queer discourse that 
will add to the examination of  artists’ books, bringing 
more approaches to how we discuss and analyse the field 
and artform of  artists’ books.

From the Beginning
Twelve years ago, in 1998, I attended a workshop at the 
Center for Book Arts in New York City.  I was teaching 
high school English at the time, so I chose to attend a 
workshop on incorporating artists’ books into English 
classes. That day, I learned much about artists’ books and 
made my own, not a complete book, but the front and 
back covers, with blank sheets of  paper in between.  
I observed something that I considered to be fascinating: 
I observed that I was not the only gay man present, or 
for that matter the only queer person or member of  the 
GLBT community in the room.  It was an interesting 
observation, but not something that I wished to pursue 
further at that time.

However, it was the beginning of  an idea (or theory), 
that there is something queer about artists’ books 
and that there is a relationship between artists’ books 
and the queer community. I thought (and still think) 
that, both artists’ books and the queer community are 
marginalised. In addition, I noted that artists’ books and 

the queer community both have roots and histories in the 
1960s, New York City, San Francisco, and the Feminist 
Movement (or Women’s Movement). Also, artists’ 
books and the queer community use new, different, 
unconventional, nontraditional, odd, and/or “queer” 
ways to integrate their existence and to have their voices 
heard, within the larger communities, societies, or worlds 
in which they belong.      

Now, twelve years later, remembering that day and 
thinking about my queer observation during the 
workshop, I feel this idea deserves further thought, 
analysis, and attention. 

What Does It Mean to Be Queer?
As a gay man, I have my own definition of  the word 
“queer.”  For me, a person who wishes to identify as 
queer is one who wishes not to conform to the status 
quo; is one who sees himself/herself/itself  as different 
with regards to the mainstream society; is one who does 
not fit in with the norms of  society, which is most likely 
the sexual and gender norms of  the society.  However, 
I do not think that one has to be homosexual in order 
to identify as queer; heterosexual individuals can also 
identify as queer.  Being queer is being different.  
In her book, Queer Theory: An Introduction, Annamarie 
Jagose explains the meaning of  the word “queer”: 

Once the term ‘queer’ was, at best, slang for 
homosexual, at worst a term of  homophobic abuse.  
In recent years ‘queer’ has come to be used differently, 
sometimes as an umbrella term for a coalition of  
culturally marginal sexual self-identifications and at 
other times to describe a nascent theoretical model, 
which has developed out of  more traditional lesbian 
and gay studies.1   

However, in her essay, “A Man Who Wants to Be a 
Woman” Queerness as/and Healing Practices in 
Michelle Cliff ’s No Telephone to Heaven”,  Nada Elia 
explains that “queers will name but not ‘define’ 
themselves, because no definition can encompass the 
multiplicity of  queer experiences and practices” 2.  

  
Queer Literature: A Queer Aesthetic 
If  artists’ books are to be considered as artistic and 
literary, then queer artists’ books can be a part of  the 
history and tradition of  queer literature. On the queer 
aesthetic in/of  queer literature, the New York Public 
Library’s Gay and Lesbian Collections and AIDS/
HIV Collections’ Gay and Lesbian Studies Research 
Guide states: “Throughout the centuries, homosexual 
literature has remained hidden in plain sight, never far 
from view but elusive to all except those who created and 
read it. Thus ghettoised, gay literature was the furtive 
province of  imagined moral guilt and perceived deviant 
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sexuality, inhabited by doomed homosexuals and social 
outcasts.”   Thus, both artists’ books (as literature) and 
queer literature are similar in that they are not popular 
literatures within mainstream society - they have been 
“hidden” from the general public. This is another aspect 
that they share.  This also adds to their relationship.    

The Relationship Between Artists’ Books and the Queer 
Community

I have been researching and writing about marginalised 
groups, such as Italian Americans and members of  
the GLBTQ community, especially as writers, in 
literature, and within the literary community. I wrote 
my thesis for my Master of  Arts degree in English on 
the marginalisation of  Italian American writers and 
Italian American literature. As I was conducting the 
research for my thesis, I discovered another topic that 
interested me even more: the marginalisation of  Queer 
Italian American writers and their literature, and the 
rejection of  Gay Italian Americans in society.  I noticed 
the lack of  Queer Italian American writers, and the 
lack of  reference to them.  I noticed that their stories 
were not told, their voices not heard, their existence 
ignored.  In my thesis, I devoted a section to GLBTQ 
Italian American writers.  I have always been fascinated 
by marginalities and the varied levels of  discrimination 
in any society. I am particularly interested in how 
marginalised people live, survive, and thrive, creating 
their own fulfilled lives, creating their own art, and 
adding value to their communities and societies, while 
overcoming adversity.  Always feeling like an outcast 
myself, I am captivated by the perseverance of  the 
“other” and the non-conformist in any society.  As a 
Gay Italian-American male, I never saw my life depicted 
in the books that I read, especially the books that I was 
assigned to read in school.  This is debilitating for the 
growth of  one’s own identity.

The art form of  artists’ books is marginalised within 
the larger, prevailing artistic community of  other more 
popular artforms. The queer community is marginalised 
within the larger, dominant heterosexual community.  
Both exist on the fringes of  larger communities. Both 
exist in the periphery of  predominant cultures and 
communities, and I am interested in investigating 
whether or not a relationship exists between these two 
marginalised entities.

Joanna Drucker, in her essay, Critical Issues/Exemplary 
Works, writes: “For years, artists’ books have remained 
one of  the last zones of  artistic production that doesn’t 
have an organized culture of  gate-keeping…. Because 
the field of  artists’ books suffers from being under-
theorized, under-historicized, under-studied, and under-
discussed, it isn’t taken very seriously”.3

In an email, Brad Freeman also writes: 
Artists’ books are marginalized from other art forms 
for a couple of  reasons.  [As an art form] they are 
relatively new to the art scene; thus, not a lot of  artists 
claim artists’ books as their primary medium.  Artists’ 
books are usually inexpensive as compared to wall art 
and the display potential is limited - a collector can’t 
display books like paintings. So, the commercial art 
world, which is very interested in selling works for high 
prices, is not interested in artists’ books. 5  

Zines, the Zine Movement, and the Queer Community
In her essay, Artists, Books, Zines, Janet Zweig explains 
the zine movement: “While book artists were either 
abandoning or fetishising the form in the ‘80s, there was 
a burgeoning underground zine movement that fulfilled 
many of  the promises made for the artist’s book a decade 
before…. Zines have succeeded with those ambitions 
connected to audience and communication where most 
artists’ books have failed”. 6

In Queer Zines, Chris Wilde explains the importance of  
queer zines: 

Queer zines have helped [to] liberate and transform 
several generations, from the political newsletters 
of  our lesbian sisters and gay brothers in the 1970s 
and 1980s, to the queer manifestos and transgender 
resource guides of  today.  They documented and 
demonstrated the life, love, politics, camp, gender-
bending, writhing, and spurting of  a queer revolution.  
Queer zine preservationists help [to] propagate the 
cultures of  rebellion that have formed on the fringes 
of  sexual, gender, racial, cultural, and class minorities 
by insuring those voices are preserved and heard.  
We defend the place of  queer zines in the context 
of  history and use them as a counterbalance to 
mainstream gay and lesbian assimilationist thought.7

In his interview with David Velasco, A.A. Bronson, artist, 
writer, and Executive Director of  Printed Matter in New 
York City and the New York Art Book Fair, talks about 
the popularity of  queer zines: 

I think the popularity of  queer zines may have 
something to do with Butt Magazine; Butt proved it was 
possible to do something that situated itself  midway 
between being obscure and being mainstream; it also 
proved that there was an audience that would buy 
something like that.  It’s interesting how many there 
are: Kaiserin from Paris, Dik Fagazine from Warsaw, 
Piss Zine from Milan, Kink from Madrid, Handbook 
from San Francisco (one of  my favorites), and then 
of  course all [of] the New York [queer zines]: Pinups 
and Pin-Up, Straight to Hell, and then individual artist 
zines, like Paul Mpagi Sepuya’s Shoot. Queer zines has 
become a big field.8  
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In Queer Zines, A.A. Bronson writes: “Queer zines provide 
a model for life: this century, release your strident inner 
voice. Doing so is essential to creating culture, and 
creating culture makes us human.” 9

A Queer Analysis of  Artists’ Books
In an email, entitled “A Queer Analysis of  Artists’ 
Books,” I asked the following three questions to 
individuals who are working in the field of  books arts, 
and who are experts with regards to artists’ books: 

1) Is there a relationship between artists’ books and the 
queer community?
2) Is there a queer sensibility to artists’ books?
3) Is there a queer history in artists’ books? 

Brad Freeman - Founder and Editor-in-Chief  of  The 
Journal of  Artists’ Books, and the Studio Coordinator at the 
Center for Book and Paper Arts of  Columbia College 
Chicago, Illinois,  replied:

Personally, I think that art attracts a part of  the 
general population that is somehow opposed to 
the status quo, whether they be queer, have radical 
politics, or have something that renders them 
incapable of  accepting the majority opinion without 
question.  The marginalization begins with this part 
of  the population that is attracted to the freedom and 
creativity offered by art, not just artists’ books.   

Marshall Weber - book artist and the Artists’ 
Representative, Curator, and Director of  Collection 
Development for the Booklyn Artists Alliance, Brooklyn, 
New York, answered my three questions: 

1) Yes, [this is] complex, but as a marginalized form, 
artists’ books have always appealed to cultural and 
sub-cultural groups that never expected validation in 
the art world and media where production could be 
local and self-produced.

2) The intersection of  [a] queer visual aesthetic and 
queer literary traditions meets a perfect match in 
artists’ books; also, [in] the intimacy and covert nature 
of  artist books; [and] in between the covers in relation 
to [being] in the closet is a good match. 

3) Yes, there is a distinct influence of  queer culture 
in artists’ books, in part because of  the feminization 
of  the media, and the influence of  the design world.  
Within the library world, there is a clear social and 
professional influence in both the preservation of  
queer culture within mainstream culture and with the 
building of  a queer literature and artist book tradition.  
That said, it is still surprising how straight the artwork 
and artist book world remains. 

Jae Rossman is the Special Collections Librarian 
for the Arts Library of  Yale University, New Haven, 
Connecticut, responded: 

I think [that] there is a relationship between ABs 
[artists’ books] and the queer community, but I 
don’t know if  it is anything more than a relationship 
between the queer community and the arts in general 
[which is] as an open-minded arena that allows for 
self-expression.  There are book artists who happen to 
be [a] part of  the queer community; there are book 
artists who have made books about their ideas [and/
or] experiences of  queer culture, but I don’t know if  
I would call this a ‘queer sensibility’ - mostly because 
I don’t know enough to define what that is.   

John Cutrone - Programs Coordinator for the Jaffe 
Center for Book Arts in the Wimberly Library of  Florida 
Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida, answered my 
three questions: 

1) I think there’s a relationship between artists’ books 
and any community that finds itself  on the sidelines of  
the larger community.  I think of  Taller Lenateros, the 
print cooperative in Chiapas, Mexico, as an example. 
[The cooperative] prints a literary journal, La Jicara, 
which includes, among other things, items translated 
from native languages. Many of  the people in this 
cooperative speak only native languages. They make 
their own paper, they print and bind their own books, 
and they send them out into the world and suddenly 
their collective voice extends beyond the boundaries of  
their own village. The GLBT community, though spread 
far and wide, has a good bit of  this same challenge, and 
artists’ books are simply one vehicle - a pretty wonderful 
one, though perhaps not widely seen in the grand scheme 
of  things - for making that happen. There are many 
excellent examples out there: Gay Myths by Ed Hutchins 
and Parallax by Karen Chance. That being said, there 
are certainly more GLBT artists out there making books 
than there are artists’ books that deal with GLBT topics. 

2) In that artists’ books and the GLBT community both 
are marginalized, yes.  And if  you don’t think artists’ 
books are marginalized, I’m not sure where you’re living.  
I was at Palm Beach 3 last year - a major international 
artists’/dealers’ show at the Palm Beach County 
Convention Center - and in hundreds of  booths, found 
only one that featured books (or even had a book, for that 
matter). They couldn’t even be classified as artists’ books, 
really.  High end published photography books would be 
a more accurate description. Not artists’ books.  

3) It’s there, but will take some research, and I think, 
primarily, it will have to come from the actual artists’ 
books.
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A Queer Reading of  Four Queer Artists’ Books

C. J. Grossman’s artist’s book, Out: Victims of  Anti-Gay 
Murder (above), is a compilation of  names of  queer 
individuals who were murdered for being gay/queer.  
Each name is written on a piece of  coloured paper, and 
the coloured pages represent the six to seven different 
rainbow colours of  the Gay Pride Flag. The first, small 
version of  the book represents seven colours: red, orange, 
yellow, green, turquoise, blue, and violet. The second, 
large version of  the book represents six colours, omitting 
turquoise.  The covers of  the book are closet doors, 
symbolising the “coming out of  the closet” process that 
each gay person experiences.  Grossman takes advantage 
of  the artist’s book as a book object, and utilises the three 
dimensional technique that is common for artists’ books, 
in order to show the real and multiple dimensions of  the 
anti-gay violence that exists throughout the world.  

According to Scott McCarney, his artist’s book, 
Nomo Promo Homo Phobo (or, no more promotion of  
homophobia), reveals “public figures’ homophobic 
quotes gleaned from print sources by flipping out 
portraits of  those quoted, shadowed by kissing boys.” 10  
McCarney also uses techniques of  artists’ books to show 
the reality of  homophobia throughout the world. 
Nomo Promo Homo Phobo is an example of  how an artist’s 
book can take an important social and political issue and 
combine it with an artform to produce a powerful and 
thought-provoking statement.  

Keith Smith’s artist’s book, The Rug Boy, shows a naked 
young man standing and lying on different rugs.  
My interpretation of  Smith’s artist’s book is that the 
rugs are symbolic of  where the young man has sexual 
intercourse with other men, especially the other young 
man in the photograph hanging on his wall. Shown in 
a seductive and erotic manner, which is tastefully and 
artistically visualised. The Rug Boy is an example of  the 
positive and healthy aspects of  homosexuality, gay sex, 
and queer life and culture.    

The inspiration for my artist’s book, Voice, Part One/Voice, 
Part Two, came from two of  my poems.  I used the artists’ 
books as a way to present my dual identities: my sexuality 
and my ethnicity.  The accordion technique allowed 
me to create two books in one: one side is entitled 
Voice, Part One; the other Voice, Part Two.  I included a 
previously published poem, “Voice, Part One,” which 
explains my lost and found queer voice in a heterosexist 
and homophobic society.  The other poem, “Voice, 
Part Two,” is an unpublished poem that explains my 
lost and found Italian American ethnicity in a society 
that does not recognise every ethnic group. My artist’s 
book asks for my marginalised voices to be heard. The 
nontraditional and personal art form of  artists’ books 
allowed me to create this. 

A selection of  Artists’ Books, Queer Book Artists, Queer Zines, and 
Queer Zine Artists:

Shana Agid’s It Doesn’t Get Any Better Than This “tells the 
story of  a relationship to family history, national pasts, 
the artist’s transgender identity, and the liberal discourse 
on improvement” (quoted from the publisher, Rind Press’ 
Web site: www.rindpress.com).   

Kpoene Kofi-Bruce’s queer zine Tooth and Nail.  

Karen Chance’s Parallax.  

Fierce Pussy is “a collective comprised of  a group of  
queer women committed to creating public art and 
performing direct action around issues of  lesbian identity 
and visibility.”  Fierce Pussy is also “a self-titled book of  
posters published by Printed Matter and Fierce Pussy” 
(see Printed Matter’s website: www.printedmatter.org). 

Michelle Fleming’s queer zine Erotica, Lies, Madness, and 
Other Political Statements.  

Cheryl Gaulke and Sue Maberry’s Marriage Matters 
focuses on “ten lesbian and gay couples who have their 
portraits taken at Sears, and who reflect on the question: 
‘When your relationship is not legally recognized, what 
does marriage matter?’” (quoted from an email from 
Kelly Wooten, April 9, 2009).    
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Rory Golden’s See Related Story: The Murder of  J.R. Warren 
is about a black gay man who was murdered.  

Brandon Graham’s Bitches deals with “intolerance of  
homosexuals” (quoted from an email from Kelly Wooten, 
April 9, 2009).  

Eduardo Hernandez Santos’ El Muro/The Wall 
documents the Cuban transgender community and 
Cuban gay nightlife.  

“LTTR is a feminist, genderqueer artist collective with 
a flexible, project oriented practice. LTTR produces an 
annual independent art journal. The group was founded 
in 2001 with an inaugural issue entitled Lesbians to the 
Rescue” (see LTTR’s website: www.lttr.org).  LTTR is also 
their queer zine.    

Benjamin Rinehart’s Sissy. Bent, an exhibition of  his work 
was held at the Center for Book Arts, from May 15 - July 
2, 1999.  www.centerforbookarts.org/exhibits/archive/
showdetail.asp?showID=72

Clarissa T. Sligh’s Documenting Transition from Female to Male 
is about “transitioning from female to male. Clarissa is 
brilliant on the topic of  self-fashioning and the related 
issue of  passing” (quoted from an email from Michael 
Joseph, April 8, 2009).  

Secrets Between Girls is a literary zine of  writing and 
artwork by young queer women.  

Some queer zines include: Butt, Crush Fanzine, Dik 
Fagazine, Handbook, Kaiserin, Kink, Pinups, Pin-Up, Piss Zine, 
Shoot, Straight to Hell, and They Shoot Homos Don’t They?  

Final Queer Thoughts on Artists’ Books

I feel that there is definitely something queer about 
artists’ books. In writing this essay and creating my own 
artist’s book, I once again discovered my own queer 
voice, which proves that artists’ books can help someone, 
whether queer or not, to find his/her own voice, self-
worth, and place in the world.  

William Faulkner wrote: “Some things you must always 
be unable to bear - injustice and outrage and dishonor 
and shame - just refuse to bear them.”  I can no longer 
bear being rejected, marginalised, ignored, silenced, 
and invisible. No one should have to. And as a gay man, 
I do not want to. I hope that this essay - and my work 
in the future - will prove meaningful; informing and 
enhancing society, and effect some positive change for 
the lives of  those who are members of  sexual minority 
groups, bringing them from the margins to the centre.  

Michael Carosone is currently - with his partner, Joseph 
LoGiudice, writing and editing a collection of  personal 
essays on the lives of  Gay Italian American men.  
He was recently awarded the Poetry Prize for his 
poems, which were published in Gay City: Volume 2, and 
has published poems and essays in various books and 
journals.  In 2000, he was given the National Italian 
American Foundation’s Youth Award for Entertainment, 
for organising the Brooklyn Film Festivals and the 
Italian American Filmmakers’ Showcases. Since then, 
he has been passionate about learning more about his 
Italian American history, heritage, and culture, and 
is currently writing a book on the marginalisation of  
Italian American writers and Italian American literature, 
and continues to write on marginalised peoples and 
literatures, especially Italian Americans and people of  
the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer 
(GLBTQ) community.  

Michael earned a B.A. and an M.A. in English from 
Brooklyn College of  the City University of  New 
York, and an M.S. in Education Administration and 
Supervision from Touro College.  For eight years, he was 
a teacher of  English at a public high school in Brooklyn, 
New York.  As an adjunct lecturer, adjunct assistant 
professor, and adjunct professor, he also taught writing 
and literature at various colleges.  In May of  2009, 
he graduated from the Palmer School of  Library and 
Information Science of  Long Island University, with a 
M.S. degree in library and information science. He lives 
in New York City.  

Notes

1. Annamarie Jagose, Queer Theory: An Introduction 
(New York: New York UP, 1996) 4.

2. Nada Elia, “A Man Who Wants to Be a Woman: 
Queerness as/and Healing Practices in Michelle Cliff ’s 
No Telephone to Heaven” Callaloo 23.1 (2000) 353.   
  
3. Taken from The New York Public Library’s Gay and 
Lesbian Collections and AIDS/HIV Collections’ Gay 
and Lesbian Studies Research Guide. The following is 
also taken from the same guide, and is worth including 
in this essay: “The past twenty-five years have witnessed 
the emergence of  gay literature from the realms of  the 
clandestine into the maincurrents of  cultural thought, 
and the establishment of  a major literary movement 
with an ever-increasing canon of  work. It is a movement 
that, by reaching deeply into the shared and individual 
experiences and complexities of  homosexual life, is 
laying claim to all the potential for expressive thought 
that literature offers, taking issue with the untrue and 
illuminating the universal human need and desire for 
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self-worth, affirmation, pleasure, gratification, and love. 
It has been suggested that, like other literary movements, 
gay literature requires its own critical standard or 
aesthetic, an all-encompassing queer aesthetic. Others 
believe that gay literature should be held to the same 
critical standards as other literary movements. The 
debate over the purpose and future of  gay literature and 
its relation to a larger cultural landscape will continue. 
A resolution to the conflict between gay assimilationists 
and gay militants over legitimacy versus liberation is 
nowhere in sight. That the controversy can take place, 
and in the clear light of  day, may be the most significant 
achievement of  all.”

4. Johanna Drucker, “Critical Issues/Exemplary Works,” 
The Bonefolder: An E-Journal for the Bookbinder and Book Artist 
1.2 (2005) 3.  

5. In an email to the author, Monday, April 13, 2009.  

6.  Janet Zweig, “Artists, Books, Zines” Afterimage 26.1 
(1998) 1.  Zweig also states the following: “Artists’ 
books, like performance art, came out of  the visual 
arts, while zines, like samizdat, were driven by the pure 
necessity of  creating alternative forms and avenues 
for communication and information exchange….
Zines, unlike artists’ books, have never tried to be a 
profitable commodity and this is, in part, what has kept 
them vital….most zines come from a single eccentric 
voice.  These zines find their audience after the fact, 
unconcerned with size or economic status—they don’t 
conform to their audiences’ desires.  This makes the 
zine a truly unique form within the larger arena of  
publication arts.”  

7. Chris Wilde, Queer Zines (New York: Printed Matter, 
2008) 280.  

8. Taken from Artforum, October 24, 2008. 
<http://artforum.com.cn/angle/1198>.

9. A.A. Bronson, Queer Zines (New York: Printed Matter, 
2008) 9.  

10. Taken from Scott McCarney’s website: 
scottmccarneyvisualbooks.com
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Reflecting The Wake: Finnegans Wake as stimulus 
and context for artists’ books 

Clinton Cahill

I am not an accomplished maker of  artists’ books.  
My book pieces come in very small editions, simple 
outcomes to experimental practice. In June 2009, at 
a presentation to the North American James Joyce 
Conference in Buffalo, I gave a brief  reflective account 
of  work I have done concerning Finnegans Wake. 
The audience, mainly Joycean scholars, was receptive 
and encouraging, responding with interest to the 
implications of  graphic interpretation of  the text.  Of  
course I am not the only visual practitioner to have used 
The Wake, there is a long history of  artwork, including 
book art, associated with this novel. However I was 
surprised at the sense of  validation I felt from the value 
that literary specialists placed on investigation into the 
relationship between text and image, language and the 
nature of  books by someone working in a graphic design 
context. Here I also offer some reflections on Finnegans 
Wake as a stimulus and context for making.  My intention 
is to suggest the particular appropriateness of  producing 
artists’ books as a means of  exploring fundamental issues 
about text and image, including the nature and scope of  
illustration. Though conscious of  the diversity of  creative 
work referencing or responding to The Wake, I will focus 
on my own relationship with the text.

Joyce in Art, (Dublin, 2004) an exhibition curated by 
Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes, and her book of  the same 
title, provided an invaluable survey of  art inspired by 
Joyce. The show did include mimetic, figurative pieces 
using illustrative means, though Hayes’ text implies 
this is a conventionally narrow view of  illustration, 
with consequent emphasis given to generically ‘fine art’ 
works. In my opinion this adversely limited the project. 
My own experiences indicate that illustration (under 
a more extensive, contemporary version of  this term) 
is peculiarly well suited to offer visual interpretations 
of  Joyce’s writing, in particular Finnegans Wake.  My 
work may fall into Hayes’ category ‘well-meaning but 
conventional’, though I hope to avoid ‘insulting’ Joyce 
or the viewer.1

Describing key notions of  interest to aspiring illustrators 
in The Fundamentals of  Illustration (2005), George Hardie 
lists: communication, opinion, drawing, narrative, 
pattern, idea, movement, promotion, media, style, 
composition, sequence, abstraction, education, collection, 
medium2, all of  which resonate with my experience 
of  reading, drawing and making from Finnegans Wake.  
Process is central to any contemporary definition 
of  illustration.  It is contingent and exploratory, not 
simply applied image product i.e. ‘an illustration’.  
Even in ‘fixed’ published forms it is contingent in its 
reciprocal play with text. Abundant references to vision 
and visuality in the book  - scopophilia, visual sin, 

exhibitionism, seeking and looking, colour, pattern, visual 
rhythm, the famous sigla, camera directions, television 
etc. are well documented.

Traditionally defined functions of  illustration are derived 
from illumination  - illustraré: to brighten, enlighten, 
clarify, purify, beautify, interpret, elaborate etc.  This 
concept is useful in several ways when approaching The 
Wake. This is a night book in dream language, seemingly 
hermetic as a sleeping head, the opacity of  its face 
resistant, fascinating. Picturing this night river of  words 
may provide access and anchorage points for the reader, 
and foreground the texts visuality. It also raises the notion 
of  textual, textural elaboration. Joyce’s identification 
of  the Book of  Kells as a model for his work has obvious 
significance here. Letters and words in Kells (particularly 
the TUNC page) emerge amidst swirling, layered masses 
of  patterned and motif, invoking once common, now 
divided, roots of  picture and word making.  Connecting 
The Wake to illumination also retrieves it from too close 
an association with the purely modernistic. There is a 
compelling relationship between complex exfoliation of  
elements around and within the structure of  letters in 
Kells and dense, self-referential elaborations in Joyce. 
He uses symbolic initials extensively throughout the 
work. I find these parallels between the illuminated pages 
and Finnegans Wake particularly striking, certainly more 
beguiling than Litz’s description of  them as ‘Joyce’s 
interminable elaborations’ 3.

Another long-established, function of  illustration is in 
the secularising of  text. As figurative decorative elements 
in illuminated narrative separated from elaboration, 
becoming pictures, the authority of  the privileged 
interpreter weakened. Viewers of  illustrated pages did 
not have to read text to grasp narrative, so the work 
resembled more a work of  man rather than of  angels, 
rooted in life lived, as Joyce intended his writing to be.  

Conventional book illustration has used a basic trio of  
strategies - character-based environment-based, event-
based – as providing initial starting points for imaging 
text. For me, however, a key aspect of  the experience 
of  reading The Wake is consciousness of  the labour 
involved in its construction, its ambition, elaboration 
and reiteration of  its own content and of  its pre-texts 
(Joyce’s previous work). A selection of  basic illustrational 
strategies, therefore, must be extended to include 
representation and portrayal of  authorship. 

Further extension to conventional approaches could 
involve representation of  narrative as unified abstraction 
– e.g. mood, structure. We are familiar with this in book 
jacket design, which usually defaults to the original 
three strategies, to formal aspects - colour, typographic 
composition etc. or, uses authorship to summarise the 
promise of  the text. Abstract representation of  the whole 
text through illustration and/or format is less common, 
but could be appropriate in visualising The Wake - 
its sense of  night, interiority, surface rhythm, flow, 
fractal quality etc. 
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Consider illustration as an effect in itself. By ‘effect’ 
I mean a reciprocal event or quality generated between 
proximate word and images, in a page layout, for 
example. Images tend to be read more quickly – their 
entire information available immediately as surface 
(as moment, as point). Sentences have to be read 
to their end, decoded, over time (as line).  Images 
apprehended before their corresponding text, or book 
forms appreciated prior to reading their content, give 
particular reading experiences, privilege and promise 
certain interpretations that, in turn, are tested by the 
words themselves. This re-activates the image/form, 
perhaps prompting reinterpretation, be it confirmatory 
or contradictory.  I consider my visual approach as 
simply an alternative means of  reading, of  trying to 
comprehend Finnegans Wake, one that in significant ways 
is particularly sympathetic. Attended by multifarious 
interpretive positions and a reputation for opacity 
it is not surprising that The Wake has not been more 
widely considered as a suitable candidate for graphic 
interpretation or that there is a degree of  scepticism 
about illustrating it.  However, far from being a text 
that cannot or should not be illustrated, I believe it 
is eminently suited to such visual exploration and 
development, and that illustration itself  can benefit from 
this. Through the system of  Finnegans Wake, Joyce, seems 
in effect to have devised a meta-tool for creative practice.

I have used Finnegans Wake as a subject for painting and 
graphic work since 1995, extending the aforementioned 
conventional functions of  illustration and developing 
some of  their implications, including consideration 
of  illustration as a complex of  effects between text 
and image. Seeking to contemplate, practically, what 
I see as a tendency in the book to move towards the 
‘condition of  an image’ and away from conventional 
linear attributes of  text. On and through this ‘image’ (or 
modulated texture), Joyce renders apparent something 
like the surface tension of  language itself. From this 
arises a pedagogical aspect that recognises how The 
Wake can be used to stimulate conceptual adventure 
and experimentation on undergraduate and taught 
postgraduate art and design courses.

I made early ventures into The Wake but it was while 
studying MA History of  Art and Design that I took a 
serious interest in it. A predictable symptom of  my dual 
interests in art and literature was curiosity about the 
relationship between words and images. Postgraduate 
reading, discourse and visual practice supplied a critical 
lens through which to view the text and examine my 
responses. But, for all my reading and discussion over the 
years, this transformation of  word idea to picture idea 
remains essentially mysterious. My initial responses were 
to do with sensing an overall structure and shape to The 
Wake, the concentric cyclical geometry of  its eventual 
culmination in a single work. I was also conscious of  
the surprising pleasure I took in the peculiar refraction 
and resistance of  the word surface Joyce had arduously 
created. In its similarity to sensations more often derived 
from painted images the pleasure I gained from reading 

The Wake seemed at odds with what I knew about its 
reputation. My preconception up to that point was that 
it should be approached through a kind of  training: 
thorough comprehension of  Joyce’s previous works, in 
chronological order, until one was finally equipped to 
attempt The Wake. The aim being to ‘solve’ it like some 
enormous puzzle devised for a polyglot, sleepless elite.

Even from my earliest tentative reading of  a few pages 
of  the book I was aware that it required a response quite 
different from the usual imperative to comprehend the 
narrative or delineate its meaning. The word surface 
did not allow this. It insisted on other ways of  reading, 
like listening with the eyes, dwelling on that first level of  
words appearing as objects on the page, taking the time 
to notice them as distinct units, their construction, how 
they reacted to my expectations, how they interacted, 
linked, swapped, shifted, reflected and refracted.  
I realised how similar this was to gazing at light on dark 
river water.

Prior to my attempts at reading The Wake any pleasure I 
took in textual surface, particularly when reading novels, 
came from a richness or simplicity of  vocabulary, play 
of  style etc. Here it came from an exuberant, almost 
material manipulation of  the stuff  of  words themselves. 
Inevitably I thought it was like the way a painter can 
make one simultaneously aware of  the qualities of  paint 
as material, as graphic gesture and as an image referent.  
I was deeply impressed, in some fundamental way glad 
that an object such as Finnegans Wake, so deliberately and 
laboriously put together, should exist as a thing in the 
world.

I duly studied the history of  the book, its production, 
reception and various critical analyses of  it.  In order 
to grasp more precisely the shape of  the entire text 
and get beyond a vague mental image (tending to take 
the form of  an elaborate tondo) I began to assemble 
a narrative ‘map’ of  the book. Using information and 
ideas from several well-known outlines and exegeses I 
made a circular schematic divided into book, chapter 
and page sections. On this I entered page-by-page 
summaries of  episodes, themes and  ‘occurrences’. In 
essence this was my first working ‘drawing’ of  the book 
and my first representation of  its totality - a map that I 
could use to position subsequent visual responses. If  only 
on a basic level the diagram allowed me to easily scan 
some of  obvious interrelationships of  parts  - the overall 
geometrical dynamic of  the text towards a representation 
of  narrative surface, still text, but somehow in transit 
to a surface, a texture.  This method gave me greater 
awareness of  the works unity and shape.  The mapping is 
ongoing, if  sporadic, and is being developed digitally.

My parallel visual method was less systematic.  
It involved trying to capture and develop, using visual 
notation, key imaginative responses provoked by reading. 
Of  necessity these were very raw impressions. Here the 
nature of  drawing itself  becomes peculiarly appropriate 
to reading the text, a work in which everything is 
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contingent, where threads of  meaning shift suddenly 
depending on the connotative conditions at the moment 
a word or phrase is read. A selection of  these initial 
drawings was further developed in a range of  media 
and, following traditional obligations of  illustration to 
clarify, ‘refined’ into more legible pictorial responses.  
A number of  key image types have been particularly 
useful in anchoring these responses. Among them the 
surface of  river water, the bifurcation of  father into 
sons, the lenses of  Joyce’s spectacles, an ancestral 
giant recumbent in his grave, and the head of  the 
dreaming ‘narrator’. 

Visualising The Wake requires reflexive reading, involving 
self-conscious questioning and observation of  physical, 
sensual and imaginative aspects of  this act.  It requires 
(it forces) deceleration and realignment of  the mind’s eye 
and ear, different from approaching more conventional 
texts.  It involves maintaining particular consciousness of  
internal images and sensations induced by reading and 
re-reading.  This also applied to my initial attempts to 
apprehend the book’s form as a whole, where at this early 
stage I was effectively imagining and imaging some basic 
preconception or expectation of  the text. 

Writing ideas somehow tends to fix them, producing 
a sense of  intellectual closure. Drawing, however, 
allows thinking to remain open and fluid. Drawing can 
inhabit and depict internal experience – it is impossible 
to photograph a memory. What happens within and 
through a work defines it as (a) drawing and resides in 
the immediacy of  the links between thinking, sensing and 
showing.

To accommodate the diversity of  image responses 
generated my experimentation deliberately ranges across 
different processes, media and techniques (drawing, print, 
painting, collage, scroll) but has found its most formal 
output in book form. This seems entirely appropriate 
given the eclecticism of  Joyce’s sources and method and 
that I am fundamentally trying to see what kind of  object 
The Wake really is. The aforementioned notion of  light on 
dark river water became central to developing a personal 
comprehension and expression of  reading the novel.  
It enabled an understanding of  how the word surface 
beguiles and resists, reflecting back the reader’s own 
difficulties until eyes and mind’s ear have adjusted, and 
how it offers glimpses of  what lies below. This concept 
of  depth is unreliable in the text - sometimes there 
seems to be no depth  - only the play of  elements on 
the surface – sometimes the depth is abysmal. Like the 
currents visible on a river surface Wake words can seem 
simultaneously both chaotic and rhythmic.  Sounds and 
references bounce and slide around like light, images 
or objects on dark water.  There is a sense of  flow – of  
direction, but this direction is unreliable. Cross currents, 
backflows, vortices, distortions play across its surface.  
There are areas of  murk, dense sediment, but also of  
brilliant clarity and illumination.

The Wake has nourished my creative practice over years 
and continues to do so. Groups of  images, often linked 
to specific strands of  content can come together and be 
out-put as small, very limited edition, hand-made book 
pieces. Nightpost (2005) is a small scroll about Shaun the 
Post walking backward through the night. Its simple 
format, which allowed narrative flow in two directions, 
produced a satisfyingly appropriate spiral when partially 
unrolled. Through it I explored the counter-intuitive 
actual flow of  communication, which is, upon delivery, 
backwards through time to the source of  the message. 
The work is digitally printed with illustrations derived 
from mono-prints generated by ‘reading-drawing’ the 
text. Headwater (2007) also a small digitally printed scroll 
piece, explores my impression of  overlapping voices and 
consciousnesses flowing through the book.

Recall the Rivering Waters (2005) - above -  is a small spiral 
bound book which illustrates a dialogue between two 
washerwomen across the waters of  the River Liffey. They 
gossip about the reputations of  the owners of  the dirty 
linen they are washing on the riverbanks. As light fails 
they gradually transform into a tree and a stone. As they 
are turned on their symbolic spiral spine, the long format 
pages are intended to provide both reflective possibilities 
and a sense of  their dialogue across water.

Stick & Stone, initially produced and exhibited as a 
prototype in 2007 was more recently developed as a 
small finished edition in 2009. It is a two-volume double 
concertina book, each volume containing two foldout 
black and white prints that concertina in opposite 
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Stick & Stone, Clinton Cahill, 2009, two volume book with belly band, 10 x 18.5 x 2cm (closed), each volume 10 x 176 cm fully open, 
relief  print, cloth bound, edition of  5

Stick & Stone (detail), Clinton Cahill
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directions. This work represents the fissioning or 
bifurcation of  HCE (Humphrey Chimpden Earwicker 
- a central male consciousness in The Wake) into his two 
sons, Shem and Shaun. The unfolding illustrations (four 
in each book, two in each volume) are relief  printed on 
rice paper.

These works were made and shown under the auspices 
of  the Righton Press based at Manchester Metropolitan 
University. This is an informal collective of  artists and 
designers with an interest in book arts and related 
practice-based research. On occasion the group has 
produced and exhibited work under a common generic 
theme, each member responds according to their own 
particular interests and research agenda.  Nightpost and 
Stick & Stone are both examples of  work brought to 
culmination under this group process.

Curiosity about the essential mechanics and the mystery 
of  exchanges between word ideas and image ideas is 
fundamental to innovative graphic practice, including 
book arts. A nuanced consciousness of  the reading act, 
awareness of  surface tension and other qualities in text, 
recognition of  the reciprocal yielding of  reader and 
text, or conversely, the resistant pressure from one or 
the other, have been central concerns in my studio work 
with taught postgraduate design students. I encourage 
students to develop observation of  their own reading 
behaviour, their sensitivity to the correspondences 
involved, the physicality of  the reading act leading to 
recognition and appreciation of  incremental stages 
involved in developing their visual ideas. Finnegans Wake, 
despite and because of  its notoriety as a ‘difficult’ work 
has been a useful tool in considering complexity and 
the operation of  language in relation to visual image 
with students. This pedagogical aspect of  the project 
significantly underpinned my efforts to help students 
develop interest in the relationships of  text and image. 
László Moholy-Nagy, of  course, recognised and 
promoted the value of  both Ulysses and Finnegans Wake to 
the art education curriculum. The Finnegans Wake schema 
used by Moholy-Nagy (prepared by Leslie L. Lewis) in 
turn inspired my own mapping endeavours 4.

Clinton Cahill is a lecturer in design at Manchester 
Metropolitan University.  He is a member of  the Righton 
Press and of  the MADE artists’ book research collective.

c.cahill@mmu.ac.uk
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the idea as book : the book as idea

Karen  Sandhu 

On 14th July 2009 the artist’s book came under 
interrogation during the seminar, the idea as book : the book 
as idea, in association with MA Poetic Practice, Royal 
Holloway University of  London and the Institute of  
Contemporary Art, London. The seminar was part of  
a series of  events tying in with the ICA’s exhibition Poor. 
Old. Tired. Horse. The exhibition, which ran from the 17th 
June - 23rd August 2009, was inspired by the concrete 
poetry movement of  the 1960s, taking an imaginative 
and expansive look at text-based art practices from the 
1960s to the present day. 

In the introduction to the Anthology of  Conceptual Writing, 
Craig Dworkin states that conceptual writing is not so 
much writing in which the idea is more important than 
anything else, rather it is ‘writing in which the Idea 
cannot be separated from the writing itself ’1. 
The aim of  the seminar, the idea as book : the book as idea, 
was to explore not just conceptual writing but conceptual 
writing in relation to artists’ books, in which the Idea 
cannot be separated from the Book itself.

The seminar included a panel of  poets, artists, publishers 
and academics working within the field of  conceptual 
art and poetry and/or the field of  artists’ books. The 
panel included: Redell Olsen, director of  the MA in 
Poetic Practice at Royal Holloway University of  London; 
Allen Fisher, Professor of  Poetry & Art at Manchester 
Metropolitan University; Mark Pawson, independent 
writer, artist and publisher; Elizabeth James, book 
historian, poet and librarian at the National Art Library; 
Kate Gallon, recent Royal Holloway graduate with a 
MA in Poetic Practice; Sharon Kivland, artist and writer, 
who was unable to be there in person but sent along her 
response to the exhibition including an image credited to 
Ron Haselden. The discussion was chaired by myself.

Divided into four rooms and spread across three floors, 
the aim of  the exhibition was to allow the viewer to look 
afresh. The wall paintings of  Ian Hamilton Finlay score 
one wall of  a corridor, playing with scale and perspective, 
whilst in the Lower Gallery the hum of  Liliane Lijn’s 
revolving cylinders transfix the eye. Text-based practice 
is the crux of  the collection and includes Vito Acconci’s 
performance work represented on paper, Philip Guston’s 
poem-pictures and Christopher Knowles’s typewriter 

works. Each artist in their chosen form explores the 
literary and graphic potential of  language, which draws 
its associations with the concrete poetry movement.  
However, there is not one book present, only one or two 
subtle traces of  bookwork. It is therefore hoped that the 
questions raised by the seminar will address the absence 
of  the book in this exhibition.

In the ICA’s Fox Reading Room ensues an exploration 
of  the limitations and the potential of  artists’ books with 
regards to the book as space; the book as self-reflexive; 
the book as performance; the book as process. The guest 
panellists and audience draw upon past and present 
examples of  book art, conceptual art and concrete 
poetry in order to foreground the ever deepening cross-
over between these art forms.

The seminar highlights the important fact that during 
the 1960s, another form was under investigation. 
Concrete poets in Brazil such as Augusto and Harold De 
Campos, Cobra artists in The Netherlands and Denmark 
and French Lettrists began their experimentations with 
the book form. Consequently, I would argue that at 
this time, along with language, the book was also being 
viewed afresh; its limitations and its potential were being 
examined and visualised.

Therefore, if  the concrete poetry movement is about 
the fusion of  word and image then artists’ books, a 
term coined during the 60s, may also be addressed in 
relation to it. In the form, structure and format of  such 
bookworks the realisation of  conceptual work can occur. 
The book can be a conceptual space as it is a premise for 
literary and visual exploration.

If  the concrete poetry movement combines photography, 
film and sculpture with letters and words, then artists’ 
books also have something to say through the
relationship of  their production and their visual 
and verbal aesthetics.

And, if  the concrete poetry movement is about the 
‘rematerialisation’ 2 of  language then surely this is 
relevant to the book form also, where language is 
rematerialised through the physicality of  the book.

The catalogue for the exhibition Poor.Old.Tired.Horse. 
pin-points Room Two as the room that features artists 
who ‘just like the concrete poets sought to explore the 
poetic or expressive possibilities of  language’3. One of  
the artists is Henri Chopin whose ‘typewriter poems’ 
reflect an interest in the spatial possibilities of  the page. 
The panel are asked who they would pin-point as key 
poets/artists of  the present working with the page 
and using space in order to explore the possibilities of  
language. The names Susan Johanknecht, Sue Tompkins 
and Colin Sackett are mentioned for their use of  the 
object, the typewriter and graphic design. Each artist 
appears to establish a dialogue between form and 
content whereby both features are inextricably self-
conscious of  each other.
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Susan Johanknecht’s Modern (Laundry) Production4 is to 
be read vertically as it unfolds from an accordion form. 
The reader engages with it physically and spatially as the 
form of  the book is literally an extension of  its content. 
This motion of  unfolding is integral to its performative 
qualities as it mimics the motion of  feeding material into 
an old-fashioned mangle, images of  which run down the 
bookwork. The reader is highly aware of  the bookwork’s 
objectness as it is unfolded; similarly, movement and 
sequence and the space it acquires become crucial to its 
conceptual understanding. The folds of  the accordion 
keep the book whole, making it appear like a sheet of  
material tumbling forward into and out of  a mangle. 
The language within the bookwork is taken from laundry 
trade books of  the 1940’s and records the machinery and 
methods involved in the laundry process. Consequently, 
the words record a mechanical performance on the 
page; however, the object itself  performs via a physical 
unfolding and reading of  it.

The use of  the manual typewriter in Sue Tompkins’s 
typewriter pieces determines spacing within her work, 
as the paper is fed into the machine and the carriage is 
used to move paper across, up or down. This can often 
result in uneven spacing or overlapping of  text which 
contributes to Tompkins’s stream-of-consciousness style 
of  writing. The typewriter also marks the constraints 
of  production as Tompkins frequently uses broadsheets 
that have been folded to fit into the typewriter carriage. 
When the broadsheets are opened out to be performed 
at a reading, the paper clearly displays the creases of  the 
production process. Therefore, the page is considered 
as a space that can be divided into multiple spaces or 
pages for ease of  production, however, this influences the 
overall form of  the text and potentially how it is read or 
performed.

The discussion later returns to Chopin. Interestingly, 
Chopin’s ‘typewriter poems’ were originally presented as 
a book only to be displayed on single sheets of  paper in 
the exhibition. Text-for-the-page and text-for-the-book 
is considered further. When considering text for the 
one page, that page is the constraint and will determine 
the layout and spacing of  the text. The parameters 
are outlined and fixed, however, when moving across 
multiple pages there is the codex of  the book to contend 
with. The form and structure of  the whole comes into 
play; for example, if  the book takes the form of  the 
concertina, its folds, its creases and binding are also 
spaces that need to be considered. 

I find Keith Smith‘s Swimmer 5 a prime example of  this 
as it is a bookwork where content is spaced to create 
movement, progression and sequence through the book. 
The Swimmer is made up of  a sequence of  images that 
depict a male figure swimming from panel to panel, 
from the top of  one page to the bottom of  another, as 
though ‘swimming’ through the book. The image of  
the swimmer extends across the folds and creases of  the 
concertina. However, this movement is enhanced by 
the concertina form, which perfectly complements the 

movement of  the swimming man. Therefore, emphasis 
is not only placed on the images within the book but 
also the book-as-image. If  these images were to be 
presented in a conventional book form where the reader 
encountered each image individually on a flat page, 
motion would only be suggested in the content itself. 
The concertina allows the idea of  movement to be 
translated into form as the reader physically unfolds one 
panel at a time. Unfolded and left to stand like an object, 
the reader encounters each panel at different angles 
and from different perspectives, and through this type 
of  viewing the reader catches glimpses of  the swimmer 
as if  he is moving through water. The folds zigzag out 
like waves and the image of  the swimmer travels across 
each fold as though being carried up and down, under 
and out by the waves.

Similarly, the concertina form of  Edward Ruscha’s 
Every Building on the Sunset Strip 6creates the illusion of  
movement. The content of  the book is a fixed image of  
the Sunset Strip; however, the form gives the impression 
of  movement through a place. As the reader unfolds 
the book, he or she progresses through the Strip and 
metaphorically experiences a changing landscape. 
Ruscha’s bookwork foregrounds how landscape is fixed 
in space and time, however, people travel through this 
space and do so at different times. Thus, both bookworks 
foreground temporality through the reader’s interaction 
with the concertina whether this is conceptually or 
physically; in relation to the time it takes to unfold the 
book. They also explore spatiality with regards to the 
relationship between the image of  each panel and the 
concertina form that assists in its reading. Thus inviting 
a reading of  space within the concertina form.

Bookworks such as Emmett Williams’ The Voy Age 7

show how the positioning of  text can also draw attention 
to the space of  the page. The text is placed down the 
right-hand side of  each page in groups of  three letters 
resulting in some words being split, for example, ‘voyage’ 
becomes ‘voy’ and ‘age’. As the reader flicks through the 
book its flip-book quality becomes evident. 
The interaction with the bookwork invokes movement 
on the page and results in the three-letter word 
combinations morphing into each other, which is aided 
by text that marks the same edge of  every page. 
Williams takes advantage of  a more conventional book 
form, a simple paperback, to achieve what could not 
otherwise be fulfilled on a single page. A flip-book relies 
on a sequence of  text or images in order to animate what 
lies on the page; in this case Williams’ words are just as 
much visual as they are verbal. The work relies on a book 
form made up of  a number of  successive pages in order 
to achieve this. Therefore highlighting how movement, 
progression and sequence are considered through a book 
form and like Johanknecht’s Modern (Laundry) Production, 
how such considerations draw attention to the objectness 
of  the book.
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As the seminar moves on, thoughts turn to the 
remediation and translation of  text, especially in artists’ 
books. An example of  this would be reproducing or 
photocopying bookworks that employ printing methods 
such as the letterpress or the typewriter, which results in 
a loss of  the work’s original quality, texture and presence. 
If  Chopin’s ‘typewriter poems’ were to be photocopied, 
its materiality would be lost through its remediation. 
The textured roughness of  the paper visible through the 
glass that encases the pages in the exhibition would be 
instantly flattened. The work would lose its immediacy as 
it would no longer reference the performative nature of  
its production on the typewriter. Often these works are 
made specifically using methods such as typewriting, not 
solely for visual means, but rather for ease of  production. 
With regards to some artists’ books, the process of  
production is considered as important as the final 
outcome and therefore, the remediation of  such work 
would lose its direct relationship with the printing process 
that it has undergone.

The discussion continues in terms of  bookwork and the 
exhibition as Redell Olsen refers to Liliane Lijn’s 3D 
sculpture, Sky Never Stops8, as a type of  book, a type of  
‘cone book’. Like a book it invites the viewer to read it 
but in a way that requires the viewer to be aware of  his/
her own physical presence as well as the presence of  the 
moving cone. Both object and viewer are moving and 
participating in a public space but the sculpture remains 
constant, whereas the viewer chooses when to interact. 

On the other hand, Christopher Knowles’s untitled 
scroll9 exhibited in Room Two is the closest in form to 
a type of  book. On this scroll the markings have been 
created by the typewriter. These markings are a record 
of  process; the process of  making, of  using a tool such 
as the typewriter with all its limitations; marking the 
process of  production. This record of  process not only 
references the materiality of  the words created through 
the performative act of  production on the typewriter but 
also the materiality of  the paper itself, rice paper, and its 
performative nature as it is an edible material, therefore 
implying that it will be consumed. It will disintegrate and 
undergo a performance of  its own post-its-production. 
Thus raising questions as to whether this foregrounds its 
preciousness as an object or whether it de-objectifies the 
work.

If  I am to extract one thing from the seminar, it would be 
the concept of  space in relation to the book, that is, the 
book as an object made up of  pockets of  space, the book 
as an object occupying a space and the book’s ability to 
reference spaces/sites beyond the text and content.

I am particularly interested in Ulises Carrión’s play with 
space in relation to the book, as he states that every space 
within the book ‘is perceived at a different moment – 
a book is also a sequence of  moments’10. These moments 
that Carrión describes may be marked by spaces of  text 

and/or image or they may be moments marked by blank 
space. On the surface, a blank space may read: absent 
moment or a missing or forgotten moment. However, 
it also draws attention to the book itself, the book as an 
object, the book and its materiality such as the texture 
of  the paper, the choice of  typography and the binding. 
When faced with a blank space or page in a book the 
reader instinctively looks to apply their reading methods 
towards other aspects of  the bookwork. Therefore, the 
book form and sequence within the book determines 
the conditions of  reading that are integral to the work. 
The reader’s engagement with the book unveils its self-
consciousness which results in a reading of  the object 
itself, reading its form and reading its materiality, reading 
how the book is put together. Thus reading the book as 
Idea. 

Looking at how artists choose to work with the book 
form results in many avenues of  exploration as does the 
space in which the book is made, stored or displayed. 
During the discussion Allen Fisher pointed out Ulises 
Carrión’s bookwork Tell me what sort of  wall paper your 
room has and I will tell you who you are 11, a bookwork that 
comprises of  a selection of  wallpaper pieces with text 
such as ‘Living Room’, ‘Bedroom’ and ‘My Friend’s 
Room’ overprinted onto each page. Each page references 
an external space collated into the space of  one book. 
Carrión moves you from space to space / place to place, 
each individualised as the reader turns the page and feels 
the uniqueness of  the textured wallpaper. It is important 
to discuss Carrión’s work in this context as concrete and 
visual poetry played a part in his break with literature in 
a more traditional sense12. Like the text-based practices 
drawn upon in the exhibition, his practice is also based 
on the structural, spatial and visual potential of  language 
on the page as well as in the book.

To return to Carrión’s ‘sequence of  moments’, I would 
argue that these moments can be self-conscious as they 
mark the moments of  production. Moments such as 
folding the paper, setting the letterpress and sewing the 
bind. Each moment of  production leaves behind a visible 
mark or trace, which draws attention to itself  so that 
the book is made to reference itself. The book becomes 
the subject; it becomes self-conscious. Sol LeWitt’s 
bookworks reference space and time of  production. 
The books are so self-conscious of  their own making that 
they have become these off-cuts of  the time and space in 
which they were produced. This leads on to considering 
the extent to which the printing process can determine 
the final form of  a work. I think that in a lot of  cases the 
form is not predetermined; rather form comes about by 
experimentation during production. Johanna Drucker’s 
From A to Z 13 would be an example of  this as much of  
the design decisions were made at the time of  press. 
Therefore, the process of  making and the process of  
production become ever more important.

A big thank you to Redell Olsen, Allen Fisher, Mark 
Pawson, Elizabeth James, Kate Gallon, Sharon Kivland, 
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MA Poetic Practice Royal Holloway University of  
London, the Institute of  Contemporary Art London 
and to everybody who came and participated.

Karen Sandhu lives in London. In 2009 she completed a 
MA in Poetic Practice at Royal Holloway University 
of  London. She is a practicing book artist and poet, 
and is interested in craft-based techniques that make 
the artist’s book self-conscious of  its own production. 
Examples of  her bookworks can be found at 
digressionsandhiccups.blogspot.com
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Above: Exhibition space in UFMG central library; from left to right: 
Helio Fervenza, Martha Helion, Paulo Bruscky, Maria do Carmo Freitas 
and Bernadete Panek

Below: Brad Freeman lecture 

Below, left to right: Paulo Bruscky, Maria Angélica Melendi and Felipe Ehrenberg
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A view from the Brazilian university

Paulo Silveira

A forum with bold ambitions, the Perspectives of  the Artist’s 
Book conference took place in Belo Horizonte, Brazil, 
from 16 - 20 November 2009. The event assembled 
an impressive group of  theorists and artists committed 
to the application and dissemination of  knowledge. 
The five days of  discussion and round-table debates 
were provided by the growing ambitions of  Brazilian 
university research. I imagine that specific formal 
meetings such as this are not that common in other 
Latin American countries either.

The talks were held at the Universidade Federal de 
Minas Gerais School of  Fine Art, which had organised 
the event. Participants came from all over Brazil, but 
special guests from Mexico and the United States 
brought a pan-American tone to the event. The heat 
outside was stifling, but inside the auditorium the subjects 
and points of  view blew fresh air onto topics being re-
addressed and re-evaluated by new academic studies.

Martha Hellion and Felipe Ehrenberg, the artists who 
ran the English Beau Geste Press in the 1970s, attended 
as representatives of  Mexico. Ehrenberg fascinated the 
audience by suggesting ways for artists to “effectively” 
manage their own lives and by proposing long-term 
solutions for alternative publication. He light-heartedly 
recalled the use of  duplicator machines (and younger 
members of  the audience probably asked themselves 
what he was talking about). Hellion did a performance 
in which the public wrote messages on a hot-air balloon 
she had made (and whose launch was only tested in the 
school grounds with hot air without a flame, as balloon 
launching is forbidden). The following day she spoke 
about gesture and performance and discussed similar 
workshops and activities in Mexico. She also recalled 
the reception in her country of  the British Sitting Room 
exhibition project (curated by Tom Sowden and Lucy 
May Schofield).

Brad Freeman from the United States presented a 
background to JAB, The Journal of  Artists’ Books, of  which 
he is the founding editor, and discussed his own work 
and partnerships with other artists. He also explained 
Chicago’s Colombia College connection with the artist’s 
book and its academic commitment through the Center 
for Book and Paper Arts. A particularly productive 
occasion of  the week was the morning when Freeman 
explained to artists and students some of  the procedures 
for offset print production. This was a direct and casual 
discussion (and some participants involved in print 
production were proud to be able to assist the translator 
with the technical vocabulary).

All the other speakers were Brazilian artists and/or 
researchers, generally directly or indirectly connected to 
universities. The exchange of  knowledge was very rich, 
especially in terms of  updating information. 
As had been expected, one of  the most repeated phrases 
was the inevitable, “an artist’s book for me is...” But 
fortunately this never went beyond being an auxiliary, 
passing and prosaic issue.

Paulo Bruscky recalled his involvement in mail art and 
Fluxus-type projects since the 1970s, groundbreaking 
experiments with electrography, fax and hospital 
equipment, along with many of  the books he had 
produced, particularly as one-offs. Bruscky organised 
some of  the first exhibitions of  artist’s books in Brazil, 
such as the 1979 international exhibition and 1983 
national exhibition at the Universidade Católica de 
Pernambuco. His archive is an artwork in itself, having 
been reassembled for the 26th São Paulo Biennial in 
1974. Bruscky would also return for a round-table event 
with Ehrenberg to discuss (or enjoy themselves with) the 
topic of  “art and politics”.

Daisy Turrer (research coordinator at UFMG Print 
Culture Study Centre) commented on the importance 
of  paratext as an instrument for discovering new levels 
of  reading and as an expressive tool. These qualities give 
it a much more functional and creative role than simply 
serving as a framework or clarification of  the central text.

The subject of  relationships between the museum and 
the artist’s book was taken up by lecturers Bernadette 
Panek and Mabe Bethônico. Panek approached the 
sometimes difficult topic of  conceptual connections 
with the idea of  expanded territories, mentioning some 
major sculptural, performance or installation works 
as complex manifestations that are hard to classify 
(hence their particular appeal). She chose specifically 
to discuss European events. Bethônico discussed her 
own work and that made with others, involving highly 
sophisticated verbal and visual archives that require an 
investigative approach from the spectator. Her collections 
of  journalism information and images have recently been 
shown at the 27th and 28th São Paulo Biennials and 
other exhibitions.

Martha Hellion performance with balloon
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Visit to printing workshops 

Bernadete Panek and Mabe Bethônico

Martha Hellion performance with balloon
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Despite the theme of  narratives, Helio Fervenza chose 
not to discuss his books from the 1980s, preferring to 
begin with an analysis of  some projects by contemporary 
artists (especially Paul-Armand Gette and Allan Sekula), 
and moving on to describe the development of  his own 
proposals and their recent insertion into the publishing 
market (through the book O + é deserto).  Also addressing 
narrative, Marcelo Drummond mentioned some of  the 
concepts involved in the development of  his graphic 
research, particularly in the use of  a broad repertoire 
of  diagrams and pictures taken from various fields of  
knowledge. While he was speaking, a student printed 
vignettes on A4 paper, folded them and then distributed 
these quickly produced, fragile 8-page booklets to 
the audience, bringing to mind Eric Watier’s folio, 
Un livre (Un pli.). With more time available, Edith Derdyk 
described her plastic and print research, emphasising 
her work’s direct and indirect connections with formal 
concepts of  line and space, as well as being specifically 
attracted by the plastic possibilities of  the book-object 
(the general theme of  the independent courses she runs).

Two key lectures were given by the conference 
organisers. The artist and lecturer Maria do Carmo 
Freitas gave a broad overview of  the presence of  word 
and image in artists’ books and also presented her own 
work at UFMG. And her colleague Amir Brito Cadôr 
addressed the field’s relationship with children’s marks, 
which would not only result in products in the field of  
art, but would also contribute to the design of  children’s 
publications. As event coordinators, Freitas and Cadôr 
had travelled a complicated route through the university 
bureaucracy, resolving the characteristic administrative 
and logistical problems of  (public) federal universities 
step by step. The applause for their work was unanimous.

One of  the round-table discussions that should be 
singled out at the meeting reassessed the position of  the 
book-poem (and poem-book) through Brazilian visual 
poetry, still the historically most important source for 
“other books” in Brazil over the past five decades. This 
review (which still seems far from reaching a peaceful 
conclusion) was skilfully shared between differing 
opinions. The role of  eyewitness fell to Neide Dias de Sá, 
one of  the artists involved in the set of  actions known 
as “poem-process”, arising out of  concretism, in which 
poetry did not even need words. The movement was 
active from 1967 and declared over in 1972 (not without 
having previously suffered problems of  interpretation). 
João Bandeira (João Carlos Maciel de Carvalho) related 
his research into Brazilian concrete poetry from the 
1950s and how it has unfolded into contemporary work. 
In addition to being a specialist in the topic, Bandeira is 
a curator, visual programmer and poet. Further support 
was provided the following day by Angelo Mazzuchelli, 
who gave a specific lecture about the books of  Wlademir 
Dias Pino (whose surname is sometimes hyphenated as 
Dias-Pino), the artist and poet who took part in the first 
exhibitions of  concrete poetry and was later one of  the 
founders of  the poem-process movement. Pino produced 
books mentioned by Ulises Carrión as “some of  the 

best and most beautiful bookworks I’ve ever seen” (in 
“Bookworks revisited”, republished in Quant aux livres/On 
Books, 1997, p.166).

It fell to myself  to give a talk on the prickly topic of  the 
relationships between critics and artists’ books (in all 
their manifestations), in which I could emphasise the 
inevitable naïf  occurrences at events and suggest some 
possible approaches. And I also had the responsibility 
and pleasure of  sharing the closing table about published 
books with Hellion and Freeman, in a useful exercise of  
shared languages.

The meeting also provided opportunities for visits 
to parallel activities. The trips to Museu de Arte da 
Pampulha, with an exhibition of  sound mechanisms 
by O Grivo (Nelson Soares and Marcos Moreira), and 
the recently opened gallery and bookshop Livrobjeto 
(showing important Brazilian book-objects by Arlindo 
Daibert, Claudia Renault, Daniel Escobar, Hilal Sami 
Hilal, Isaura Pena, Jorge dos Anjos, Marcos Benjamim, 
Maria do Carmo Freitas, Paulo Bruscky and Waltercio 
Caldas) were excellent. The Saturday offered us a visit 
to Instituto Inhotim, an impressive international art 
park with galleries amidst extensive tropical gardens, 60 
kilometres from Belo Horizonte. Much more was also 
discussed informally during free time, at lunch, dinner 
and breakfast (we were mostly all staying at the same 
hotel near the campus). Opportunities like this are rare, 
and offer welcome possibilities for new international or 
domestic connections.

The most important parallel event would occur after 
the conference. The university campus central library 
housed an exhibition of  books by all the participating 
and guest artists alongside others from its collection. 
The exhibition remained open after the conference until 
December 11, showing its own copies. And that is one 
of  the triumphs of  the School of  Fine Art: the efforts 
at forming a specific collection. Fruit of  this effort is 
emerging: through donations and coordinated by its 
teaching staff, UFMG is bypassing bureaucratic and 
academic difficulties to assemble one of  the first specific 
collections of  its kind at a Brazilian university. 

Exhibition space in UFMG central library
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Above and below: Livrobjeto bookshop and art gallery, (directors: Marília Andrés Ribeiro and Fernando 
Pedro da Silva) showing important Brazilian book-objects by Arlindo Daibert, Claudia Renault, Daniel 
Escobar, Hilal Sami Hilal, Isaura Pena, Jorge dos Anjos, Marcos Benjamim, Maria do Carmo Freitas, 
Paulo Bruscky and Waltercio Caldas.
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Works at other centres tend to be dispersed, awaiting 
projects to unify them and facilitate access. We will await 
the lessons from UFMG. The establishment of  specific 
routines can serve as a model in the future.

The university deserves some of  the limelight. Its role 
was praised on many occasions during the conference, 
and it is a role that is not unusual. Several successful 
academic efforts were singled out as examples, 
mentioning the actions of  Columbia College, Chicago, 
and its Center for Book & Paper Arts; the material 
produced by the University of  West of  England, Bristol, 
especially its School of  Creative Arts and Centre 
for Fine Print Research; Université Rennes 2 Haute 
Bretagne’s programme of  artists’ publications by the 
Arts: Practice and Poetics team (in the Arts, Letters and 
Communication department), and the quality of  the 
Éditions Incertain Sens publications. Other examples 
were also mentioned. And for Brazil, we had a week of  
discussions, an official event, with the full involvement of  
participants, mediators, audience and assistants, and its 
deep connection with higher education and postgraduate 
research activities.

The Perspectives of  the Artist’s Book made a consistent 
contribution to creative practice in Brazil. It was run 
and brought to light within the university, a centre of  
excellence in art theory.  And such achievements are 
often difficult in Brazil. Activities seem hindered by a 
range of  obstacles, from the pure and simple lack of  
funding flexibility to the growing chain of  teaching 
responsibilities for often overburdened lecturers. But it 
is precisely from the development of  academic research 
that the possibilities multiply, particularly aimed at 
reducing the deficit of  intellectual production in the 
arts field. The university is a bridge. If  postgraduate 
study had not experienced such qualitative growth in 
recent years, a meeting like this one in Belo Horizonte 
might have been little more than an attractive and 
confident get-together. It was far more than that, leaving 
its participants and audience feeling positive, with the 
satisfaction of  being part of  a movement in progress.

Paulo Silveira  is the co-ordinator of  the publishing section 
of  Editora da UFRGS, and the author of  A página violada, 
2001. He regularly writes articles on contemporary 
art and the artist’s book. He is a member (heading the 
artists’ books section) of  the research group Veículos 
da Arte  - Vehicles of  Art.

English translation, Nick Rands
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acrylics on canvas board and all measure 14 x 18 inches.
sunmoonandstarspress@hotmail.com
www.youtube.com/user/AAAAAAndi

Natalie McGrorty (page 46)
Natalie is an artist in her 2nd year of  a Drawing and 
Applied Arts degree in Bristol. The cloudscape is part of  
her recent body of  work exploring Englishness.

Natalie’s previous work has included jewellery design, 
enamelling and printmaking and she has a particular 
interest in artists’ books. At this time, she is enjoying 
a book arts internship at the Centre for Fine Print 
Research, with Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden. 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/natext.htm

Two of  her artist books, Pica Pica and Travelling Light 
are included in the publication: Artist’s Book Year Book 
2010-2011, Impact Press. Recent commissions include a 
project with children from Ashley Down Primary School 
in Bristol, for which she made enamel panels for their 
playground. Contact: nmcgrorty@hotmail.com

Richard Price (page 60)  Sister Martha is based on the 
many spiritualist fliers that are distributed in North 
London, examples of  which I have been collecting for 
several years. This continues one strand of  my work 
which began in the early 1990s, namely to re-occupy 
information formats across the high / low culture 
spectrum by ‘pressure-treating’ versions of  the original 
texts. In this case I’ve also mimicked the typography and 
graphic design (names, numbers and much else have 
been changed; the visual indistinctness in some areas 
is faithful to my models). I am struck by the mixture of  
religion, witch-craft and business focus in many of  these 
contact cards and the claims are not modest.     
www.hydrohotel.net

ARTIST’S PAGE CONTRIBUTORS

EAK Enterprises Research Institute 
Human Biology and Physiology Department 
Observers (Great Days Out - Wonders of  the Human Body) 
series (page 39). Éilis Kirby is the public representative 
of  EAK Enterprises, which is a cluster of  independent, 
diverse, yet fundamentally linked, projects and concerns, 
including, one readers of  this journal may be familiar 
with, EAK Press. 

It is an independent, not-for-profit organisation, 
unaffiliated with any political or religious groups and 
does not accept funding from any such sources. 
All of  its work is carried out in a spirit of  open and 
unprejudiced inquiry. Éilis can be contacted at: 
enquiries@eakenterprises.org
www.eakenterprises.org

Karen Hanmer (page 4)  Architectural Style is a distillation 
of  Chicago artist Karen Hanmer’s The Model Architect: The 
Panic of  ’09, which based on The Model Architect, Samuel 
Sloan’s 1852 collection of  house plans and instructions 
to contractors. The new work pairs historical text and 
illustrations from Sloan’s work with contemporary text 
from the U.S. Department of  Housing and Urban 
Development’s online Guide to Avoiding Foreclosure. 
The colophon provides commentary by the artist, noting 
the effects of  speculation and financial collapse in her 
own neighbourhood. The Model Architect: The Panic of  ’09 
and a complete catalogue of  Hanmer’s work is online at 
www.karenhanmer.com 
Contact: karen@karenhanmer.com

Andi McGarry The Browness of  Sleep (page 51)
“Edgar Allen Poe refers to sleep as “Little slices of  
Death” this sentiment is revisited in the “The Browness 
of  Sleep.” This uncontrollable urge, that inhabits us on 
a nightly basis. This essential replenishing ritual that 
we all undertake as we head towards and encounter the 
inevitable celestial barge of  sleep.

Collectively the works are a series of  drawings 
and paintings and bookworks that chart this void. 
The bookwork is a narrative hand painted, unique piece 
and was a prize winner at the 8th International Book Art 
Festival in Poland. 

The paintings take the form of  rough sketches, Acrylic 
on board with coarse scratched lettering. The project is 
ongoing with work still in progress - including a soon to 
be released soundtrack. The images featured are of  the 
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Maria Fusco is a Belfast-born writer, critic and 
editor. She is Director of  Art Writing at Goldsmiths 
College in London. Her research interests centre 
around the distributive, networks of  association and 
ensuing cultural seepage that inform and invigorate 
contemporary art writing, with a particular interest in 
self/independent visual arts publishing. 

She regularly contributes to international visual arts 
magazines and journals, edited Put About: A Critical 
Anthology on Independent Publishing, also convening an 
accompanying conference at Tate Modern. 
She is the editor of  The Happy Hypocrite journal for 
and about experimental writing.
www.thehappyhypocrite.org

Susan Johanknecht is an artist and writer working 
under the imprint of  Gefn Press. She is interested in the 
book as a site for poetic and collaborative practice. 
Her project Cunning Chapters co-curated with Katharine 
Meynell, is a series of  artists’ chapters thematically 
linked by ideological concerns of  ‘well madeness’, loss 
and conservation in the production of  art work, using a 
combination of  technologies. 

Susan Johanknecht is Subject Leader of  MA Book Arts 
at Camberwell College of  Arts, University of  the Arts 
London.

Jeff  Rathermel is an artist, educator and arts 
administrator who lives and works in the United 
States. He currently serves as the Artistic Director at 
Minnesota Center for Book Arts (MCBA), the nations 
largest and most comprehensive institution dedicated 
to contemporary artists’ books. In addition, Rathermel 
is a visiting assistant professor at Carleton College in 
Northfield, Minnesota and a faculty member at the 
University of  Minnesota and the College of  Visual 
Arts in Saint Paul, Minnesota. He holds Bachelors 
and Masters of  Fine Arts degrees from the University 
of  Minnesota where he studied printmaking, hand 
papermaking, digital arts and traditional binding. He has 
curated and organised countless book art exhibitions and 
his personal artwork has been shown internationally.

Dr Paulo Silveira lives in Porto Alegre, Brazil. 
He has degrees in; Fine Art (drawing and painting) and 
Communications, and a PhD in Visual Arts - History, 
Theory and Criticism, from the Universidade Federal do 
Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS). 

Paulo is the co-ordinator of  the publishing section of  
Editora da UFRGS, and the author of  A página violada, 
2001. He regularly writes articles on contemporary 
art and the artist’s book. He is a member (heading the 
artists’ books section) of  the research group Veículos 
da Arte  - Vehicles of  Art.

Ulrike Stoltz is an artist who lives and works in 
Germany and Italy. Her focus is on books, typography, 
texts, drawings, and installations. 

Ulrike is the Professor for Typography and Book Art 
and Design at the Hochschule für Bildende Künste 
Braunschweig, Germany (University of  Art and Design, 
Braunschweig). Her current academic research project is 
on non-linear reading in books.

Co-founder and member of  Unica T (“a ficticious 
person making real books”) for 15 years, until the 
group split in 2001. She has continued in artistic 
collaboration for 20 years with Uta Schneider as usus. 
www.boatbook.de
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SSS   III   SSS   TTT   EEE   RRR      MMM   AAA   RRR   TTT   HHH   AAA 
PSYCHIC  HO USE  O F  HE ALI NG 

 

 
A True Professional in Palm and Tarot 

For appointments call  
0208 0208 0208 

Bus Routes: 29, 329, 629, W6, N29 
Established in North London since 1970 

 
 
 

H A P PIN E SS  S T A R T S  H E R E  

 

 
Have you a life?  
Has bad luck saddened the heart? 
Do you carry loneliness? 

 

 
It is now! 

 

 

Evil influences, jealousy, sickness:  
God-gifted Sister Martha will destroy them. 
She. 
She.  
She will bring back loved ones. 

 
       IF YOU HAVE BEEN TO OTHER PSYCHICS AND THEY ADDED TO YOUR PROBLEMS 
       LET SISTER MARTHA PROVE SHE IS THE ANSWER TO YOUR  PRAYERS 
 
 

 
 
I was 43, compulsive. 
Family abandoned. On the 
verge, verge of. SISTER 
MARTHA. Five visits. 
Completely. (Run my own 
business. Married.)

 
 
I was married, for my 
husband, but he lost all 
feeling. I was possessed by 
evil in the body. I could not. 
I could not. SISTER 
MARTHA: just one visit.
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